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Track finishes season at UW
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abroad stays on
track despite swine flu
Students opt to stay in Mexico amid HINI public health warnings
Katie Farden

Senior Staff Writer

The Spectator

GarrettMukai

Robbie Poshusta competes in the 110-meter hurdles at the Ken Shannon Invitational last Friday.
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer
After a record-breaking seaof breaking records, the track
team finished its season at the
Ken Shannon and Ken Foreman
Invitational Friday, May 8.
son

Held right across the Montlake
Cut at Husky Stadium, Seattle U's
track and field team wrapped up
its first season in Division I. This
season saw the men's and women's
teams combine for five top five overall finishes at meets. The women's
team was highlighted with a second

Students make music on green

Gonzaga selects lay
president for interim
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
Across the state at Gonzaga
University, a year-long search for
a new Jesuit president failed to
turn up a successor for a departing beloved leader and served as
a reminder that a Jesuit education
is increasingly without the priests
that started the worldwide network of schools.
Gonzaga President Robert J.
Spitzer, S.J. announced March
17, 2008 he would be leaving office in July 2009 after 11 years
as president. A year and eight
days later, the Presidential Search
Committee said it had yet to recommend a candidate to the rest of
Gonzaga's Board ofTrustees.
Instead, the university appointed Thayne McCulloh, who
was already serving in die interim

Friday
May 15, 2009
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place overall finish at Pilot Indoor
at Portland, Ore. Feb. 6. The mens
team season was highlighted with
a second place overall finish at the
Peyton Invitational in
Page
Tacoma March 14.
with
Along
16
Seattle U, schools

Now enjoying a regular 15 minutes of fame on local Seattle evening news programs, HINI swine
flu is perhaps the nation's most
notorious influenza. The virus has
not, however, scared any of the 12
Seattle U students studying Spanish
in Puebla, Mexico into cutting their
spring quarters abroad short.
The university's Education
Abroad Office gave all 12 of the
students in the Latin American
Studies Program, or LASP, the option of returning home free from
any academic penalty, said Robin
Craggs, the Education Abroad
Director.
Not one opted to leave.
"There has been so much fear
going around and last week this fear
spread to everyone," said Destiny
Delgadillo, a junior international
studies and Spanish major in the
Puebla program. "Most people
were concerned, but we were given the option to stay in Mexico to

finish the program or to go back to
Seattle. Everyone decided to stay."
Their decision to stay in Puebla,
however, did not mean they got
time off from school as the rest
of Mexico's students did during
the height of the swine flu scare.
Despite a federal government ordinance closing all public schools
in Mexico—including the university they attend, La Universidad
Iberoamericano—Seattle Us LASP
participants continued classes.
Spanish professor Jamie Perozo,
LASP's program director, taught
courses to the 12 students at their
housing coordinator's home.
"We found this rather silly because no other student in the entire
Mexican Republic had to attend
school," Delgadillo said.
Perozo hoped to retain the program's structure: three week sessions ofclasses with three hours of
class everyday, Delgadillo said.
"Because we have
Page
our own professor there,
it didn't interrupt their
4
academic progress,"

academic vice president, to be
president after Spitzer de15. McCulloh is only
July
parts
the second layperson in Gonzagas
128-year history to lead the
university.
But having served in many
other leadership roles at Gonzaga
since 1990, McCulloh is seen by
many to be the perfect interim
president—or a qualified candidate for the permanent job.
"He's kind of been [Spitzer's]
right hand man in a lot of ways,"
said Dale Goodwin, a university
as

interim

spokesman.
"I think he's going to carry out
Jesuit, Catholic and humanistic mission to the hilt," Spitzer
told The Gonzaga Bulletin. "And
I have absolute conPage
fidence in him in every way, and I should
know; I've worked
our
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In addition to the main stage bands, this year's Quadstock will host eight student musical groups
on the Union Green from noon to' 4 p.m. Among them will be Unauthorized To Harmonize, a group
composed of Seattle U choir students who perform simply because they enjoy doing so.
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Despite difficult search, Gonzaga seeks Jesuit leader
with him personally for
the last 11 years."
Gonzaga's bylaws,
however, require that
the president be a Jesuit, and the
trustees show no sign of changing
that rule. Seattle University's bylaws
also require that its president be a
Jesuit, though President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. has advocated for
that to change.
Nationwide, four of the 28
Cover

�

Jesuit universities—including
Georgetown, one of the most
prominent—no longer have a
Jesuit president, and one more
has

a

priest of another order

as

president.
"I have been predicting informally that by 2020, halfof our universities will have lay presidents,"
said Fr. Patrick Howell, S.J, Seattle
U's vice president for mission and
ministry. "I'm quite certain of
that."
Seventeen Jesuit universities require their presidents to be Jesuits.
Only a few decades ago, Jesuit

schools required that the

top

three

positions be filled with Jesuits,
according to Fr. David Leigh, an
English professor at Seattle U.

Jesuit high

schools, even more so
than universities, have seen a transition from Jesuit leaders to lay
presidents. All four of the Oregon
Province's high schools are led by

lay people.
Gonzaga's search for a new
president brought two Jesuit
candidates to campus to interview with the Presidential Search
Committee. One candidate was
not recommended to the trustees,
and the other became committed
elsewhere.

Meanwhile, Santa Clara
University found its new Jesuit
president by September, despite its
departing president announcing his
resignation just three days before

Spitzer.
The failed search at Gonzaga
caused frustration, especially as
other leadership positions, like academic vice president, also were filled
widi interim staff despite searches of
a year or more. The Gonzaga trustees are expecting the search for a
Jesuit president to take another two
years, widi McCulloh serving in die
meantime.
Leigh, who is a Gonzaga trustee
as well, said the search didn't get
started in earnest soon enough, and
before the search committee knew
it, Spitzer's last year as president was
drawing to a close.
"I think we could have found
a Jesuit president this time if we

had started early enough," Leigh

said, noting, however, that trustees hold other fulltime jobs and
a search presents a lot of logistical

problems.
A staff editorial in the student newspaper, The Bulletin, argued that the Presidential Search
Committee was too similar to the
committee that still hadn't found
a new academic vice president,
despite having two years. In fact,
McCulloh was asked to return for
another two years while a search
continued before he was named

president.
"An interim president

interim

is not

the answer, it's a stall," wrote the
editorial board. "After not yielding
any results for 11 months, it's time
for the committee to get the job
done."

Leigh said 30 Jesuits nationwide
nominated for consideration
by the search committee. Howell
noted Jesuits tend to be academics, and many don't have the skills
to fundraise and motivate like a
were

president

must.

"Jesuits —that's not our training really," he said. "Our training
is more in education, teaching and
academic leadership for sure —but
also a lot ofpastoral."
He added that most Jesuit recruits are entering the society at an
average age of 30, and the likelihood of those Jesuits having a doctorate and being ready for university leadership is low. Howell said
a "natural evolution" has lead to
Jesuits transitioning out ofleading
the universities and that having a
lay president is not die end of Jesuit
educational ideals.
"Somehow you need to think of
it as a team," Howell said of university leadership. "You don't need
to have a Jesuit at the top, but you
should have a Jesuit in the mix."
"It's great to have someone
with Jesuit ideals at the head of
the university, and it wouldn't be
the worst thing if we didn't," said
Tony Shick, a student editor with
The Gonzaga Bulletin. "But at
the same time, is a Jesuit the only
person who can bring Jesuit
ideals?"
Spitzer, who taught at Seattle U
from 1978-1980 and again from
1990-1998,is recognized for bringing five clearly defined Jesuit pillars to Gonzaga. Under his tenure,
enrollment increased from 4,507
to 6,923 and the annual budget
swelled from $73 million to $180
million. Spitzer oversaw more than
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$200 million in construction and
renovation.
Shick noted Spitzer is known
for not only being a figurehead but
having concern for the wellbeing
of students.
"I think he's a very well respected guy," Shick said. "There's a lot of
respect and appreciation for what

he did for the university."
Spitzer will move to Irvine,
Calif., to work with a newly
founded institute. He plans on
publishing three books within
the next year.
Joshua can be reached at
lynchji ©seattleu.edu

State calls out KIRO 7
Secretary of State files public complaint against local news station

Francis Dinger

7 Team Investigation, dead voters

Staff Writer

were

removed from the Washington
rolls prior to the November
election."
According to Reed, even this
statement is erroneous and does
not address the issue at hand. Reed
says the story was never about removing dead people from the rolls,
the story was about votes cast from
the grave.
"Given complications, there will
be dead people on the rolls, but we
are constantly working to remove
them...We never contended that
the rolls were completely clear of
people who were deceased," Reed
said.
"One real difference [between
this story and others in the past],"
Reed said, "is that in another time
in history, if this KIRO story were
simply run on the evening news
and it was inadequate like this,
it would have just faded away.
Unfortunately, in this day and age,
this story was immediately picked up
by bloggers and posted on their Web
sites."
The Evergreen Freedom
Foundation, a conservative public
policy research organization based
in Olympia, almost immediately
picked up the story. This coverage
prompted voters all over Washington
to get involved in the discussion surrounding a news story unnoticed by
many viewers.
"We were getting feedback from
voters all over Washington, and they
were just distraught by the fact that
their votes might be tainted," That's
really what I objected to. It got right
at the heart of trust within the system itself," Reed said.
The speed at which news travels
presents an increasing challenge for
state

"National Media Ethics Week"
marked with notable controversy this year due to a formal complaint filed by Washington Secretary
of State Sam Reed against KIRO 7
Eyewitness News. The Washington
News Council held a virtual hearing
of the Western Washington broadcast news station that was accused of
reporting sensational and inaccurate
information. Close to 100 people
voted in the hearing, and very few
voters defended KIRO 7.
The complaint arose from the
inaccuracy of two news stories by
investigative reporter Chris Halsne,
in which he claimed the state was
counting votes cast by citizens using the identities ofdeadresidents as
was

well as sending ballots

to

convicted

felons. The stories were originally
aired Oct. Hand Nov. 3, just in
time for the presidential election.
Reed had been in contact with
Halsne as the story was being written. Once the pieces were aired
including inaccurate information,
he attempted to work through the
issues witli KIRO 7 before handing
die reins to the WNC.
"[One] story," said Reed, "was
diat a felon voted, when in fact she
was accused offelony but convicted
of gross misdemeanor, meaning she
was still eligible to vote."
Both Reed and the Department
of Corrections informed KIRO that
the lists the news team had been
drawing from were outdated and
incorrect. KIRO declined to air corrections or remove the stories from
their Web site.
Soon after, the WNC hand-delivered Reed's complaint to KIRO,
leading to a meeting between Reed
and KIRO's top management in
Olympia. The station still refused
to air corrections, offering only
to remove the content from their
Web site if Reed did not inform the
public or the WNC. Despite Reed's
refusal to comply, KIRO removed
the content widiout admitting their
mistake. According to Reed, the station's defense of die story was based
in die amount of time Halsne had
spent on research, and he felt he had
been diligent.
Though unavailable for interview, the news team offered this
statement: "KIRO 7 Eyewitness
News is proud of its stories on
dead and felon voters. We remain
pleased tliat as a result of the KIRO

journalists.
"This case deserves coverage in
media journals to show how careless coverage easily misleads," said
Arnold Ismach, former dean of the
University of Oregon Journalism
School during KIRO's virtual

hearing.
Reed will not pursue a public
hearing and hopes this was an isolated incident.
"My relationship with KIRO
had been nothing but positive before this story," Reed said, "One of
the reasons why we are so shocked
with this. It seemed so inconsistent
with their policies and ethics."
Francis can be rached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu
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Campus radio struggles for listeners, promotion
Eric Gordon
StaffWriter
It seems listeners have been
tuning out Seattle University's student operated radio station, KSUB.
Within the span oftwo years, Luke
Taylor has watched the station
grow in many ways, and fall short
in many others.
With the library going under
construction, KSUB's antenna,
which is located on the library roof,
has been shut down. Although its
broadcasting range was weak, the
antenna offered the station the
chance to attain more on-campus
listeners. Additionally, the number
ofDJs has been dropping over the
year and is now at an all time low.
Many DJ's don't bother to find replacements when they can't come
in to their shows, according to
Luke Taylor, programming director at KSUB.
Taylor works to keep the station
running and tries to keep communication open between staff.
There is currently a lack of DJs,
leading to many holes in the KSUB
schedule. There are a few circulating theories about why the station
lacks DJs, but Arman Birang, general manager of KSUB, feels it's a
combination of reasons.
"Right now it's just kind of
that end-of-the-year slump," said
Birang, junior electrical engineering and marJiematics double major.
"People just get busier and busier
and they start to drop some of the
activities they have."

Birang said many DJs don't
show up to their shows because
they feel that no one listens.
"It's both their fault and the
staff's fault," said Birang. "They
don't promote their shows enough
and it's our fault because we don't
have the technical means to promote them properly."
The lack of promotion means
a lack of student awareness about
KSUB.
"I've talked to freshmen who
don't even know we have a radio
station," said Andy Osborn, junior
marketing major and heavy metal
director at the station. "They don't
know anything about KSUB.
Even if a student knows about
and wants to listen to KSUB, that
may be difficult. The station no longer broadcasts over the air, and lisGarrett Mukai
The Spectator
teners can only tune in on KSUB's
Web site if there is room for them. John Conway and KC Upshaw host their show during one of many empty slots in KSUB's schedule.
The station's site can only broadcast
to about 10 different computers at
"We've been talking to them, and KSUB staff continues to follow said Birang, who has been respona time, severely limiting their listheir vision for the station. This sible for much of the recent purin the last two weeks they've been
to
us
some
more."
in-studio performances have chases of the sound equipment.
tenership, say staff members.
year's
play
starting
This is a big problem during live
As heavy metal director at been exciting for both DJs and the "I've been trying to get a lot more
broadcasts. When bands perform KSUB, Osborn had heard comlocal bands who play there.
ofthat going on, more performancin-studio, KSUB attracts 50 or plaints that too much heavy metal
"It's pretty great. Actually, we es and more broadcasting."
more online listeners, but because
music was being played during the probably have one band a month
Another new direction that
of their site's limitations, many are selected hours that the Bistro would come into the studio," said Osborn. KSUB has decided to take has
not able to listen.
"We hope to start getting more been a more prominent role in
play KSUB.
KSUB was also broadcasted reg"I know I've been in there, and bands coming in."
this year's Quadstock. The staff
The idea of live performances, plans to emcee for the student
ularly in the Hawk's Nest Bistro, but employees have played CDs with
has not been played very much, ifat System of a Down or thrash metal hand in hand with acquiring more stage and to promote their station
all, during the last year. According and all sorts of stuff," said Taylor. equipment to broadcast bigger with new T-shirts that sport their
to a few staff members, tJiough, this
"I wouldn't say there's hypocrisy bands, is a part of the new direcnew logo.
has started up again.
there, but I feel a little cheated tion that the KSUB staff is gearing
"We've had a really weird relasometimes."
themselves toward.
Eric can be reached at
tionship with them." said Osborn.
"That was my whole theme," gordonei©seattleu. edu
Despite their difficulties, the

Search for new VP
invites student voice
Replacement for Robert Kelly narrowed down to four candidates

Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
When university officials said
they were conducting an accelerated search to find a new vice president ofStudent Development, they
weren't joking.
Four candidates have been
chosen for on-campus interviews
conducted between May 19 and
May 27.
Robert Kelly, the departing vice president, announced
April 7 he was leaving for Loyola
University Chicago to be the
vice president of Student Affairs
there.
Among the four candidates
are Michele Murray, Seattle
University's assistant vice president of Student Development,
and Jacob Diaz, Seattle U's
dean of students. Both Diaz and
Murray have been at Seattle
University in their current roles
since July 2006.
Milton Lang is one of two outside candidates. Lang has a doctorate ofeducation from Washington
State University and is currently
WSU's senior associate vice president in the Division of Student
Affairs.
The final candidate, James
Moore, is currently vice president
for Student Affairs and Campus

Planning

at

Marian University

in Fond du Lac, Wise. Marian
University is a Catholic school

founded by the Congregation
of Sisters of St. Agnes and has
an enrollment of more than
3,000 students. Moore holds
a doctorate from lowa State
University in higher education
administration.
Seattle U Senior Vice President
Tim Leary said in an e-mail lie
was impressed with the quality of
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applicants.
"We are clearly looking for an
extraordinary person," he wrote,
"with significant experience in student affairs work committed to academic excellence, the growth and
development of the whole person
and to our Jesuit mission, vision
and values."
Student leaders have the opportunity, to meet with the four
candidates for lunch. Murray will
be available May 19 from 12-1
p.m. in Student Center 210. Lang
will be available May 20 from
12-1 p.m. in the Stimson Room.
Moore's lunch will be May 21
from 12-1 p.m. in Student Center
210. Diaz's lunch will be May 27
from 12-1 p.m. in the Stimson
Room.
Joshua can be reached at
iynchji ©seattleu.edu
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Students stay in Mexico despite flu concerns
Craggs said.
Two other students
in Cuernavaca, Mexico
also decided to remain
and complete their study abroad
program. One student participating in a non-Seattle U sponsored
program in Gunajunto, Mexico
was required to return to the U.S.
The Mexican government resumed university and high school
classes across
nation Thursday,
after more than a week ofclosure.
Cover

�

Elementary schools reopened
Monday.
While the commotion over the
HINI influenza might not have interrupted their studies, the swine
flu outbreak has placed a damper
on some students' travel plans,
Delgadillo said.
"The thing students are not
happy about is that we've asked
them not to travel," Craggs said.
"We are trying to respect the way
the Mexican government is asking
people to stay home."

There is no sense
of fear or paranoia;

the hospital has it
handled very well.
Rachel Wang
Junior

Puebla City sits approximately
60 miles south of Mexico City,
where the majority of the nations
swine flu cases have been confirmed. The state of Puebla currently has eight confirmed cases
of swine flu. In Puebla City, where
the Seattle U LASP participants are
located, one person has died from
HINI.
Delgadillo said Perozo and the
Education Abroad Office's order
to refrain from traveling to other
Mexican cities "was extremely

frustrating."
"But I understand that they
were concerned for our safety," she
added.
Craggs said the Education
Abroad Office relaxed their request

for the students to stay in Puebla
last Wednesday.
"What we're finding out from
health authorities is that is not
turning out to be as dangerous as
we thought and that students can
take the regular steps to protect
themselves," she said.
She added the office does not
anticipate having to cancel the
LASP travel seminar, a two week
tour through Mexico, which culminates the students' quarter abroad.
The seminar is scheduled to commence May 24.
"It's looks like [Perozo] can operate it in a way that would not create undue risk," she said. "Although
he might be modifying it a little."
Craggs worked with Seattle U's
Health Center last week to gather
masks and doses ofTamiflu to send
to the students in Puebla.
"But then we got information
that there were antiviral drugs in
the city [of Puebla] and that the
military was handing out masks,"
Craggs said.
After they found there were
more confirmed cases of swine flu
in King County than in Puebla,
Craggs said, the EducationAbroad
Office decided against sending the
medical supplies.
According to Health Center
director and nurse practicioner
Maura O'Conner, only one Seattle
U student has called the center requesting to be examined for swine
flu. The student later cancelled their
appointment, O'Conner said.
"We have determined that at
the present moment, there is no
health emergency on campus or
King County," the Heath Center
staff said in a statement posted on
their Web site Thursday.
The Center for Disease Control,
or CDC, reports two deaths from
the 2,254 laboratory confirmed cases of H IN 1 in the United States.
Washington has 83 confirmed
cases of swine flu, none of which
have been fatal.
Junior nursing major Rachel
Wang came into contact with a
patient suspected to have the virus
while she was working at Swedish
Medical Center last week. Because
she followed safety precautions and
showed no symptoms of HINI,
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Send cover letter, resume and writing or photography samples to

however, the hospital allowed her
to return to work.
She said depite possibly being
exposed to swine flu, she was not
fearful.
"I was not personally worried at
all because I used the precautions
and was masked the entire time I
was in the room with the patient,"
Wang said.
Wang described some of the
precautions Swedish was taking to
lower its contamination risk.
People suspected to have
HlNlare put in isolation rooms
with negative airflow so their

Some study abroad

students were required

to return home.
respiratory droplets don't travel
into the hallway to reach other patients and staff, she said.
She added that Swedish's common nourishment rooms are closed
to prevent the spread of germs in
the communal coffeepot or ice

chips.
"It's basic prevention techniques." she said. "But there is no
sense offear or paranoia; the hospital has it handled very well."
Craggs reported a similar feeling in the Education Abroad Office
with regard to the swine flu outbreak in Mexico.
"We were not panicked," she

said, "but we were on a high
thought process there for a few
days."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Government-sponsored scholarships enable volunteer work

Ryan Lancaster
The Easterner
Normally
tion,

af

a time

for celebra-

college graduation day is

a

somewhat worrying prospect for
students this year who face looming
loan repayments and discouraging
job prospects.
According to the "Job Outlook
2009 Spring Update" released
by the National Association of
Colleges and Employers, nearly
22 percent fewer graduates will be
hired this spring than last.
But before grads go backpedaling out of their cap and gown,
wondering how they'll bide their
newly vacant time, they might
look toward one spot of optimism:

volunteering.

The least I can do is

give back and try to
make an impact.

I

believe in giving back.
Aaron Taylor
EWU

President Obama recently signet!
into law the Edward M. Kennedy

Bk2

Bv i
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Serve America Act, which aims to
significantly bolster the number
of college graduates who opt for
national service. The law expands
certain AmeriCorps programs by
tripling available positions annually for the next eight years, raising
the number of placements from the
current 75,000 to 88,000 next year,
gradually increasing to 250,000 by
the year 2017.
Those who complete their
AmeriCorps service are eligible for
an education award that can be applied to future college tuition or to
repaying federal student loans. The
legislation would raise that award
from $4,725 to $5,350, which is
the first increase since the program's
inception in 1993.
Eastern Washington University's
Students In Service Program, SIS,
promotes volunteer opportunities to Eastern students through
the AmeriCorps program. Amber
Rhodes, a career services adviser with SIS, said last year 80
people applied for 50 available
positions, and that the numbers will likely increase as more
students discover the merits of

volunteering.
"We'll certainly have the
same or more people apply next
year," Rhodes said. "We get a
certain number of slots from the
Washington Campus Compact and
more slots open up as the year goes
on."

According to its mission statement, Washington Campus

BBJ
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Compact, WACC, is a statewide
coalition of college and university
presidents who have united under
the primary goal of creating civil
service opportunities for students
in order to "connect education with

communities."
Jennifer Dorr, executive director
of WACC, said that so far in the
2008-09 grant year EWU has been
awarded 55 part-time AmeriCorps
positions as part of SIS, a number
that is expected to rise as a result
of the Serve America Act, although
she cautioned, "We won't-know to
what extent until some of the details get worked out."
Students in SIS can choose to
volunteer terms of 300 or 450
hours in a year's time or 900 hours
over two years, counting the hours
toward education vouchers that can
be used to pay offloans or for more

schooling.
Dorr said students in the cur55 positions will complete approximately 38,400 hours, earning
scholarships worth nearly $ 104,000
while providing community
service valued at more than

rent

$780,000.

Most students who enroll in
SIS are interested in serving their
community through weekly volunteering at nonprofit agencies
like Habitat for Humanity, K-12
schools, women's shelters and senior centers, said Dorr. Other students opt to complete their internship, practicum or service-learning
hour requirements for a course at
a non-profit organization in need
ofsupport.

For those students wishing to
volunteer simply for the sake of
service, there are even more possibilities and some come with un-

expected payoffs.
EWU sophomore Aaron Taylor,
a

business finance major,

was re-

cently selected for the Governor's
Volunteer Service Award for his
community service. In late April,
Taylor was flown to Western
Washington to meet Governor
Gregoireand to be recognized with
other recipients of the award at a

AmeriCorps and
Habitat for Humanity

are accepting grads.
Seattle Mariners game.
Taylor said he was surprised by
the award, which he'd been nominated for by the coordinator of
Eastern Advantage. "I think my
family was just as surprised as I
was," said Taylor.
Taylor spends much ofhis time
mentoring incoming freshmen, as
well as participating in programs
like Relay for Life and helping
clean up around campus and at
the Turnbull National Wildlife

Refuge.
"The least I can do is give back
and try to make an impact," said
Taylor, who is able to attend EWU
thanks to a Bill Gates College
Success scholarship. "I believe in
giving back what's been given to
me."

Ryan can be reached at
news@gmail.com
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Specs of the week Unwritten Plato teachings explored
Clothespins and
pajamas help increase
awareness of illnesses

A Seattle U student and mem-

bers ofthe PHAT

team celebrated

international chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia awareness
on Tuesday, May 12. Amanda
Rinkel, a creative writing major,
planned an event at the Student
Center to help spread awareness
about the conditions, both of
which she lives with.

People walking by
seemed curious
about the clothespin

challenge.
Amanda Rinkle
Creative Writing Major

She and members ofthe PHAT
ran a table at Cherry Street
and invited passersby to take part
in the "clothespin challenge."
Participants fashioned clothespins to the ends of their fingers
and tried to see how long they
could keep the pins on. Most remove them almost immediately.
The pain felt during the challenge
is similar to the pain felt by those
with fibromyalgia.
Rinkel said she felt the event
team

helped educate those who stopped
by"People walking by seemed
curious about the clothespin challenge," she said, "and once we started putting clothespins on people, I
got a sense that those watching or
participating started to understand
what it was about."
The event was also part of a
floor competition between residents halls. Floors could accumulate points by stopping by the
table, taking part in the clothespin
challenge and wearing pajamas
during the day, tb show solidarity with those who have chronic

fatigue syndrome.
This was Rinkels second year
planning the event, and she hopes
run it again next year.
"The international awareness
day is a great springboard for me
to bring this issue to campus," she
to

said.
Withdrawal policies
changing next fall
Students and faculty should
aware of several changes to
withdrawal and refund policies at
Seattle U which will become effective fall quarter 2009.
The changes have been under
discussion for the past year, according to Carol Schneider, director of
StudentAcademicServices and associate provost Charles Lawrence.
Both helped create the changes
after reviewing the university's

be

course but failed to drop it, along
with the $100 fine it included,
will no longer be given. Students
should be aware of the last day to
add or drop a course, usually the
Sunday after the first full week of
classes. Next year all students must
withdraw from an unwanted class
by the last day of the sixth week of
the quarter, or there will be no way
to remove the course or grade.
"It was hard to get a consensus
on when and why late withdrawals should be allowed," Lawrence
said, "so we've decided to get rid
of them."

Hardship withdrawals, which
a student may be eligible for after
the death of a close family member or other catastrophic life event,
remain but with some changes. In
the event a student is granted a
hardship withdrawal, the student
will beable to withdraw from one
or more classes during any point
in the quarter.
Finally, the university's refund
policy will be extended by one
week. If a student withdraws during the add/drop week, 100 percent oftheir tuition will berefunded. During the second full week of
classes 90 percent will be refunded,
with 75 percent in the third and
50 percent in the fourth.
"These changes emphasize students' responsibility to keep track
of what courses they are enrolled
in and what is expected of them,"
Schneider said. "They should
know where they stand in their
classes at the end of the fifth week
and make decisions to add or drop
by that sixth week."

Law school extends
indigenous program
The Seattle University law
to expand its indigenous law program by welcoming notable legal practitioner,
Douglas Nash.
Seatde Us Institute for Indian
Estate Planning and Probate,
which Nash has led as the director for the past three years, works
to provide free estate planning
services to tribal members, consults with tribes on probate code
developing and offers training
on the American Indian Probate
Reform Act.
Attorneys in the institute offer
their services to help tribes with
issues of treaty and water rights,
sovereignty issues and gaming and
business law.
As tribes develop new business
opportunities in tourism, shopping and the hotel industry—opportunities unheard of ten years
ago—the institute has changed
its curriculum to stay up to
date and provide the right help

school plans

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

Marylou Sena, philosophy professor, worked to decipher Plato's works during last week's conference.
Elizabeth Dold

Staff Writer
Seattle University professors
and students are envisioning a new
republic—the Platonic kind.
Burt Kopkins, professor and
chair of the philosophy department, organized a conference to
discuss the unwritten teachings
of Plato. This area of philosophy
is highly specialized anddrew a
small number of scholars from
around the world.
"There just aren't any other conferences that I know of on this particular topic. There are few people in
the world who actually spend time
on this," said Kenneth Sayre, philosophy professor at Notre Dame.
"When I was invited to come to the
conference I found it very exciting,
and I had a lotof great expectations.
Once I got here, all of my expectations were exceeded."
Seattle University is unique in
Washington state for supporting this
kind of discourse."Seattle University
is one of the leaders in Washington
state in bringing together new people, new thoughts and new ideas,"
said Olga Vishnyakova, professor at
Seatde Central Community College
and attendee of last weekend's philosophy conference.
The conference dealt with the
teachings that Plato delivered orally
but never wrote down. The questions addressed regarded what the
teachings were and why he didn't
write them down.
"We didn't so much come to
conclusions as we got clear what
the differences are," said Eva Brann,
philosophy professor at St. John's
College. "Some people think Plato

•

The "Z" grade, which was given
students who never attended a

Questions or comments?
iynchjl ©seattleu.edu

These unwritten teachings have
been handed down for centuries,
and scholars today must decipher
which sources are trustworthy.
"It has been for 2,000 a great
puzzle as to what exactly those
unwritten teachings referred to,"
said William Wians, philosophy
professor at Boston College. "The
idea ofthe conference was to discuss
among people who have taken this
question very seriously how much
we can know about things that were
not written
a

down."

Though this question requires
high level of knowledge and re-

search, it has remained relevent to
scholars at all levels.
"In the end, everybody has
some interest in this question. It's
a general human question, and this
was a very particular, very highly
specialized approach to that question," Brann said. "It has already
arisen in my classes, not because I
brought it in, but because it came
up naturally."
Hopkins has maintained an interest in this area of study for 10
years, but the importance of the
conference extends beyond the

topic.

"What's crucial

to our departis to serve the university in
terms of their mission of the Jesuit
Catholic intellectual heritage,"
Hopkins said. "That is behind the
ment

that takes place here, and it all goes
to Plato and Aristotle."
Much of the importance of the
conference was held in the nature
of the gathering itself.
"It's really following through on
the principles of the university
Jesuit education for academic excellence. It's so important to have
these kinds of scholarly events," said
James Risser, professor of philosophy at Seattle U. "As philosophers,
we take education for justice literally; it's not simply doing the right
thing but having a real academic
and intellectual exchange, where
the very meaning of educating for
justice can be dealt with in a much
deeper and scholarly way."
The conference provided an aca-

back

—

demic exchange for scholars from
around the world. The keynote
speaker, Thomas Szlezak, travelled
from Germany, as did three other
participants. Vishnyakova studied at Moscow State University in
Russia.
"It's really helpful to have this
kind of conference with people of
different educational backgrounds
because we have the same ideas
but different interpretations,"
Vishnyakova said.
On Thursday, May 28, the
Philosophy Department will be
hosting another event entitled "The
War Within: The Guilt Soldiers
Carry," featuring Professor Nancy
Sherman, a scholar of philosophy from Georgetown University.
The talk will take place in Pigott
Auditorium at 4 p.m.
Elizabeth can be reached at
doldel@seattleu.edu
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Women leaders take a stand Wash. U students
fight for theater dept

Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

As part of an event to raise
awareness about the history of
women in the political process, the
National Women's Political Caucus
and the Society of Feminists at
Seattle University showed "A Single
Woman" in the Schaffer Auditorium
last Thursday evening.
The film chronicles the life of
Jeanette Rankin, a woman who
ran for congress in Montana in
1916, and won. In a time where
women didn't have the right to
vote, Rankin ascended to political
power and became a symbol for
the women's rights movement and
a controversial peace activist in the
times of World War I and 11.
"I think the message about
Jeanette Rankin's life is one about
courage," said Linda Mitchell, state
president of the National Women's
Political Caucus.
Mitchell, who had seen the film
prior to its showing last Thursday,
became interested in showing the
film on campus once Sharon Paige,
nursing major at the University of
Washington, approached the caucus and made the case for appealing
to a younger audience.
"I got involved with that about
a year ago," said Paige. "I came to
the state board and I said 'I think
one of the things we need to do
is increase our visibility among the
younger generation.'"
For Paige, Rankin's story evoked
both feelings of inspiration and

surprise.
"I didn't

know the name
until
we decided
Jeannette Raknin
to show this movie [...] and I can't
believe I had never heard of her,"
said Paige.
The film, directed by Kamila
Lopez and adapted from the stage,
focused mostly on Rankin's antiwar stances even in the face of an
extreme call to arms in America
during the two World Wars.
"That's a lot of what defined
her," said Paige, "but it's hard to
say if she was put in the corner and
told to shut up because she was a
even

Dan Warn
Daily Evergreen
UWire—Amid the frigid splashing of raindrops against canvas,
Washington State University theater students stayed true to their
protest.

They have camped out on the
Glenn Terrell Mall all week in an
attempt to show the WSU administration just how passionate they
are about their seemingly doomed
course of study.
As soon as the Department of
Theater Dance announced to its
students that the program was slated
for elimination due to budget cuts,
they unified and mobilized in an attempt to avoid the chopping block.
Katy Nuttman, a junior theater
and English major, is the director of
public relations for theWSU student
theater club, STAGE. She said the
people in theater, herself included,
are like a family and are able to come
together in an instant when harsh
situations such as this threaten that
&

family.
"Our first instinct was

to camp
the mall," Nuttman said. "We
wanted to publicize this as much as
possible even before the news was
released in the official press release
by the university."
Instructor Ben Gonzales teaches
multiple classes for the Department
ofTheater 8c Dance, including Intro
to Theater and Lighting Design. Also
a WSU theater alumnus and the
adviser for STAGE, Gonzales has a
vested interest in the students and
the program.
He said he and his teaching assistant, Andrea Gonzales, have been
in contact with state legislators and
arts advocacy groups, but the local
front is extremely important.
"The rally on the mall is a big
face to what we are doing, even
though it is local," he said. "They
get to sleep out on the mall and get
people to sign petitions. The heart
of this is the students, the faculty
and the alumni—there is no end to
out on

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Senator Jeanne Khol-Welles spoke about her recent legislative goals
and the advancement of female leadership in American goverment.
because she was antiwar."
In addition to the film, however, Mitchell also arranged to
have Washington state Sen. Jeanne
Khol-Welles come and speak
woman, or

beforehand.
"I invited her to come and make
those opening statements because
she is one of the most active feminists that I know," said Mitchell.
"She has been championing women's legislature forever."
Khol-Welles spoke about the
kind oflegislation she has been involved with and voted on recently
for Washington state, and the role
of women in politics today.

But in spite of the marketed
support by the Society ofFeminists
nearly all in attendance at the event

adults, not students.
"We didn't try as hard as we
could have with the publicity
stuff," said Paige, "but the Society
of Feminists was supposed to help
us with that."
According to Mitchell, although
many were a part of the National
Women's Political Caucus, some
heard about the event by word-ofmouth, and others came to hear
senator Khol-Welles speak.
were

Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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the heart."
Acting instructor Ray Pritchard
said when he was a WSU theater
student he organized a similar protest that in the end became a model
for this one.
Pritchard said theater was up for
devastating budget cuts in August
2005, but after the students of the
time showed their resolve by camping on the mall, the administration
spared the program.
He said he has high hopes the
strategy will work again, and the administration would loosen the noose
it has placed on theater.
"I am completely outraged with
what they are trying to make happen," Pritchard said. "This is more
than a department. This is a family.
To kill the department is to kill the

family."
During a Monday meeting bePresident Elson S. Floyd and
the theater faculty members, a group
of silent protesters marched to the
French Administration Building.
Having been notified of the
groups presence, Floyd came out of
the meeting and spoke to the students, assuring them he was hearing
what they had to say. Nuttman then
led him around, showing him the
turn-out of the protest.
"We had three flights of stairs
that were filled with students, and
we made him see each face that was
tween

there," Nuttman said. "I feel like we

made a personal connection with
President Floyd. By seeing each personal face, he saw us as individuals
and not one single disposable unit."
Andrea Gonzales received a phone
call from state Sen. Mike Hewitt,
R-Walla Walla, just as the silentprotest started. Andrea said he made a
series of political statements, but in
the end, gave her the impression he
would speak up in favor of saving
the program.
Andrea, who spent several years
working in the theater industry during a hiatus from her WSU studies,
said people have complimented her
andWSU's program.
She said multiple industry officials have compared WSU's theater
education to an East Coast method.
Countless alumni of the program
have found stable jobs from the
versatiletechnical theater education
WSU offers, she said.
Furthermore, a possible partnership with the University of Idaho's
theater program is in the works.
WSU theater professor Terry
Converse said he will start a dialoge
with UI to explore the possibilities
of an intercollegiate program that
could save at least some small portion ofWSU theater. He said he was
interested in how the two programs
could help each other.
Ben Gonzales said he was cautiously optimistic regarding the
administration's pending final
decision.
"There is good faith here that
this conversation is not over until
June Ihe said. "It is not just about
us; it is about everybody. It is about
the greater issue of the educational

system."
Dan can be reached at
mix@dailyevergreen.com
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public
safety

reports

Safety Assist
May 9 11:30 a.m.
Public Safety received a complaint from the intramural program of an unknown male loitering about the field. Public Safety
contacted the male non-affiliate
who was found to have a mental
health issue. The male was cooperative and left campus.

campus voice

may 13, 2009

What's your favorite place to eat
on Capitol Hill?
Rom Mai Thai. They
have the best tofu on
Captiol Hill.

Trespass Warning
May 9 5:10 p.m.

Yoshino's. It's cheap and good.

Public Safety & Seattle Police
trespass warned a male nonaffiliate who was found in the
Campion lobby with a student.
The male had been previously
arrested for stealing money out
of the chapel reflecting pool.

Mike Keefe
Senior, Photography

Clement Maufrais

Senior, Electrical Engineering

Dick's. It's easy, inexpensive and their
strawberry milkshakes are bomb.

Medical Assist
May 9 9:35 p.m.
Public Safety transported a student who requested a ride to a
local hospital for follow up care.
The student had fallen earlier in
the day while at the Zoo. Public
Safety contacted the RHD on

Arielle Newcomb
Freshman, International Business

Piecora's. Their servers are mean, but
their pizza is good.

duty.

Hayden Harvey

Sophomore, Philosophy

Trespass Warning
May 10 11:45 a.m.

Trader Joe's. I like to buy a

Public Safety trespass warned a
non-affiliate male loitering in the
library reading room, which he
has been reported to have done
in the past. The man left before
being contacted.

bag of the raspberry chocalate
trail mix, and they have good
samples.

Graffiti
May 10 2:40 p.m.
PublicSafety on patrol discovered
graffiti on the city light box at 10th
and Jefferson. Public Safety filed
a cleanup deficiency.

Ginger Lime. I like pho, and it's
cheap. They have a great
student discount.

Justin Najar
Sophomore, Economics

Rebecca Recinos
Freshman, Liberal Studies

Interviews and Photos by Clara Ganey
Auto Prowl
May 10 4:25 p.m.
PublicSafety found a broken window on a vehicle and contacted
the owner who responded. The
owner checked her vehicle and
found an iPod that had been on
the seat was now missing.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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Blog of the week: Cameron Dollar is on the Web
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief

Just a few weeks in to his coaching career at Seattle University,
Cameron Dollar has distinguished
himself from predecessor Joe
Callero in a small, yet forwardlooking, way: He's documenting his coaching experience,
albeit sporadically, by blogging
at camerondollar.com.
Dollar's first post is titled "The
Fire Starter" and links to a short
profile of him by ESPN recognizing
him as a "super assistant." Quotes
in the side bar of the blog exude
praise for him.
But the new coach is also using the blog to spread some news
about his fledgling Division I
program. For example, a May 5
post announces the signing of
the Redhawks' first recruit, Adam

Eakles. Another Twitter-like post
announces Sacramento Kings
player Spencer Hawes' presence in
Dollars office.

Dollar might be a
little more careful
with his exclaimation

points too!!!!
But speaking of Twitter, Dollar
has yet to break onto that bandwagon like many other coaches.
Football coach Steve Sarkisian,
Dollar's former colleague at the
University ofWashington, is an active Twitterer and keeps a far more
active Web presence at coachsark.
com. Sarkisian has 3,332 followers

on Twitter, but his enthusiasm and
corny catchphrases have drawn the
ire of some as well. Seattle P-I freelance columnist Jim Moore writes,
"Thursday afternoon I joined

around 200 purple-and-gold jocksniffers at the second spring practice. Boy, was it exciting! I figure
if I use enough exclamation points
in this column, maybe Coach
Sark will hire me to help write
his blog! You've seen that, haven't
you? Once you visit coachsark.com,
I'll bet you'll agree—it's really the
best!" (One could note that Dollar
might be a little more careful with
his exclamation points, too. "Adam
Eakles becomes our first recruit!!!!"
seems a bit unnecessary!!!!)
But as The Spectator Editorial
Board wrote in our April 22 editorial, Dollar has the challenge of
not only recruiting star players but
signing on more fans—especially

among students, faculty and staff
at a school still not enamored with
D-I athletics. "There will be no better way for Dollar to differentiate
himself from Callero than to do
what he does best—recruit," we
wrote. "Athletics did its best to rally
student support, but if new Huskies
football coach Steve Sarkisian is any
indication, there's nothing like being approachable and appealing to
students to gather their support."
And while Dollar's audience,
judging by reader comments, is
both sparse and comprised ofwellwishing UW fans, his blog is a sign
that he'll also be focusing some efforts on reaching out to build a
desperately needed fan base for
his team-and an entire Division I
Athletic Department.
Josh can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu .edu
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Down
1. SWGCIiSh 3UtO
2. Arthur Ashe's alma mater

Across

1. Draw in

5. Israeli desert
10. Beaver creations
14. Area of 4840 square
yards
15. Designer Simpson.
16. "Night" author Wiesel

17. Bunches

18. Keyed up
19. Bang-up
20. Female bacchant
22. Beat by a hair
23. A dynasty in China

24. Garden tool
25. Quantities

29. Russian premier 196480
33. Mea
34. Gorillas, chimpanzees
and orangutans
36. Basic monetary unit of
Greece
37.
see it...
38. Rock
39. Japanese honorific
40. Invitation letters
42. Ethereal

43. Brief brawl

45-Blind
47. Books of maps
49. Surgery sites, briefly
50. Airline to Oslo
51. Muscular strength
54. Middle ear bone of
amphibians; 60. Wander
61. Pilsner
62. Enemies
63. Gillette brand
64. Nicholas Gage book
65. Coffee dispensers
66. At that time

3. Gator's cousin
4. Condiment
5. Floating

6. Biblical garden
7. Fellow

8. Additional
9. Flight formation
10. Expert marksman
11. Sleep like
12. Pit
13. Bird feed
21. Mandlikova of tennis
22. Aurora's counterpart
24. Flexible tube
25. Without
in the world

28. Satisfies
29 NsifObFS fl3tion
30. Sudden bursts of wind
31. Angry
32. Taboos
35.
favor
38. Back talk
41. Farm laborer
43. Close with force
44. Pleasant
46.
48.
51.
52.

Directional ending
Trouble, slangily
German sausage
Portnoy's creator
53. River in central

Switzerland
54. Cry out
55. Arch type
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Housing eases off-campus transition

and pros

Students reveal

ousing

cons of off-campush
Juniors and seniors living off-campus share

The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

Alvin Mangosing and Jake Wild explain 'Hunting for Housing,' a program designed to help students transition to off-campus housing.

William Tsang

junior strai

Volunteer Writer

major Rodb
From lc

providing their preferences
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer
As the year comes to an end and
with juniors and seniors recently
not being permitted to live in the
traditional halls at Seattle U, upperclassmen are searching for a
new place ofresidence off campus.
With the current economy stressing students' wallets and more uncertainty about job opportunities,
students are attempting to find the
best deal possible.
"I was trying to find a place
off campus, but I finally just
gave up and registered for the
dorms because it was so hard,"
says Laura Shoemaker, freshman
Spanish major.
In coping with the increase
in students who will be living on
campus due to the recent decision
to keep juniors and seniors out of
the traditional halls, Housing and
Residence Life developed a program
called "Hunting for Housing," designed to help students locate and
manage apartments.
"With the fact that we won't be
having juniors and seniors returning to campus next year, we're trying to provide support for those
students in finding housing," says
Alvin Mangosing, assistant director

for residential programs.
The program took place on May
6, 7, and 12 in various places on
campus. Content included both
tips on how to find a place and
how to ease the transition of off
campus living.
"We want students to be competitive tenants, and we also want
them to learn to be responsible
tenants," says Mangosing.

off into small groups and find one
or two bedroom apartments," says
Eric Premo, a real estate agent for
Gerrard Beatie & Knapp, a local
real estate company in Seattle.
For students who still wish
to share a house with a group,
Mangosing suggests only one member go to meet with the landlord.
"My number one tip for students looking to share housing is

I was trying to find a place off
campus, but I finally just gave
up and registered for the dorms
because it was so hard.
Laura Shoemaker
Spanish Major

Choosing the right place to live to send the most responsible, putinvolves not only identifying the together person to meet with the
needs of the tenants but also what
is realistically available. Landlords
are less reluctant to rent out houses
to college students than they are to

landlord," Mangosing says. "The
landlord will only remember one
face, and it makes a better impression than coming in with a

rent out apartments.

big group."

for them, which neighborhoods
to consider and how to prepare a
resume for apartment hunting.
"We're teaching students how
to be efficient apartment hunters,"
Mangosing says. "We teach them
how to present themselves as great
tenants, and how to be prepared as
great tenants."
To help students for the shift
from living on campus, the program discussed how to create a
budget and cut down on costs. The
program also highlighted ways to
develop a relationship with a landlord, and knowing tenant rights
and responsibilities.
"Living on the dorms is much
easier because all of your expenses
are grouped together," Premo says.
"The first year in an apartment is
expensive. Students need to be
prepared to buy furniture and take
into account things like utilities
and garbage."
Despite the difficulty students
face with the transition, the programs offered so far have had low attendance, according to Mangosing.
Housing and Residence Life plans
to offer the program again, but
dates are yet to be determined.

in

the

spring, students begin to consider
the cost associate with each room
type. Doubles in the three traditional residence halls cost $5,475
annually and a triple is $4,695.
Regardless of the cost, most upperclassmen opt to live off-campus
and even claim it can be cheaper
than living on-campus.
"Anywhere on Capitol Hill
will be more expensive. There are
cheaper places off campus, but
without the same benefits," says

"The tendency is to want to
To help students find a place,
cut down on rent by sharing a big the program discussed how to Elizabeth can be reached at
house, but it will be easiest to break identify the right kind of space dolde@seattleu.edu

THE COST OF
LIVING IN SEATTLE'S
I? I
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$1,300
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As juniors and seniors try to
find available housing for next year,
many are scrambling to secure a
spot in the Murphy Apartments—
their only available source of oncampus housing.
And with less on-campus
housing available to students for
the 2009-2010 academic year,
the search for off-campus housing has begun for many earlier
than expected.
But on and off campus housing
has disadvantages and advantages
that need to be taken into consideration. Price and personal finance is
a factor to think about in deciding
to live on or off campus.
Freshman and sophomores are
required to live on campus. After
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junior strategic communications freedom, it can negatively affect
students' study habits or prevent
major Rochelle LeMieux.
From loud music to shared students from partaking in camniorstry to bathrooms, residence halls occa- pus events.
or next year, sionally pose various challenges
"Living on campus puts you
within a close distance with friends,
to secure a to students.
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In spite of heightened privacy
consider and tranquility, the decision comes
each room down to staying connected to the
three tradi- campus, though some students
cost $5,475 maintain living off campus does
$4,695.
not hinder their connection tothe
ist,most up- university community.
off-campus
"Living off campus doesn't
be cheaper make it hard to stay connected. If
anything, it makes you realize who
apitol Hill your real friends are," says junior
e. There are Christina Yuen.
ampusb, ut While off-campus housing may
nefits,"says foster more independence and
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Another factor in students'
decision to live on or off campus
is safety.
For underclassmen, living on
campus creates a tool for meeting
new people and gaining new experiences. But as students become better
socially connected and acclimated
with campus life, off-campus housing offers a sense of independence
upperclassmen enjoy.
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QUADSTOCK XX

The'Spectator

Knlhcrine Boehm

Campus clubs organize activities on Union Green
Riley Biehl
Volunteer Writer
If you ask the freshmen at
C-Street why they're excited for
Quadstock many of them will tell
you the same thing.
"All the upperclassmen tell me
that if I attend only one event at
SU, that it should be Quadstock.
It's supposed to be the best school
sponsored event," remarked one
excited student.
Other freshmen are eager to
experience their first live music
festival, and can't wait to see headliner Talib Kweli. But what most
freshmen don'tknow is that there is
far more to Quadstock than music.
This year's event will also feature a
wide variety of events and activities on the Union Green which will
open to the attendees at noon.
The Green's events are being
put on by SEAC and various clubs
on campus. SEAC is sponsoring a
number ofevents including a dunk
tank with several campus personalities such as ASSU President
Kai Smith, senior soccer player
Andrew Kreiter, and Tim Albert
from Housing. There will also be
an inflatable obstacle course, sumowrestling suits and free food.
Various snack foods on the green
will include watermelon, popcorn
and other festival treats. But the
main courses are being provided
by Ezell's Famous Chicken, Dick's
Drive-in, Dominoes Pizza and Pita
Pit. Each Quadstock ticket grants a
choice of two different entrees.
Photo Club will be hosting a
photo booth where, unlike last
year, the photos will be taken by a
person, not a machine.
"Last year's photos came out
blurry, so we figured we should be
taking the photos ourselves since

we're all photographers," says Jackie
Canchola, juniorphotography major and Photo Club member.
Students will be able to choose
different backgrounds and patterns
for their photos and will have them
developed right on the spot. They'll
even have the option to have their
photos printed on buttons. The
booth will also include studentpainted portraits with cutout faces

"We hope to reach out to
the student community in a fun
and exciting environment," says
Spencer Black, sophomore environmental studies major and president
of Natural Leaders. "We want to
be a resource for students who are
concerned with the current global
crises and want to get involved."
The Physics Club will also be in
attendance, and while they aren't

We hope to reach out to the
student community in a fun and

exciting environment. We want to
be a resource for students.
Spencer Black
Sophomore

for students to pose in.
The environmentally-inclined
club Natural Leaders will be at
C-Street through May 14 selling
raffle tickets. Winners will be announced during Quadstock around
3:30 p.m. Prizes include: highend audio speakers (DENON),
a $50 gift certificate to Piecora's
Pizza, a gift certificate to Caffe
Vita, coffee from Stumptown, two
different work out T-shirts, and
two different pairs of tickets to
a Mariners baseball game. Their
booth at Quadstock will also include environmental trivia, food
and information on two of the
club's campaigns.

entirely sure what they'll have going on, they hope to have a couple
different interactive physics activities. One possible activity will involve having a student stand on a
frictionless turning table, holding
a bicycle wheel to see how, when
the bicycle wheel turns one way,
the participant turns the other (a
principle known as conservation of

angular momentum).
"That's a pretty basic experiment, but we hope to have things
little more exciting than that as
well, that people haven't already
seen in their physics classes," says
president of the Physics Club
Bonnie Canion, junior physics
a

and mathematics major. "We find
these experiments really cool, and
we hope that others will too."
The Digital Design Club will
have a booth advertising their upcoming art gallery opening May 22.
They'll be handing out postcards
and posters describing the gallery
and they will be selling raffle tickets
that will only be redeemable at the
opening. People will also be able
to make preorders for T-shirts the
club designed, which will also be
available at the gallery opening.
The Habitat for Humanity
Club plans on having an information table featuring the club's
"Habitat Hut." The hut is a threewalled structure built last year
at Quadstock to gain people's
attention.
City of Rain Supporters will
provide information about their
club, sell club T-shirts, scarves,
and member cards and raffle off
Sounders tickets.
Circle K International will have
a table at Quadstock where they
will be handing out information
and candy. They will have pictures of the club at events from
the past year and a list of events
coming up.
The Video Gamers' Alliance club
will host a small booth that may
have 'Dance Dance Revolution'
playable for anyone who stops
by. Students can find out about
the club or just dance to their
iavorite beat.
Withall the multitude ofdiverse
events included with the price of
admission, students should arrive
right at noon to experience all the
great activities the Union Green
will have to offer this year.

Riley can be reached at
biehlr@seattleu.edu
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Student bands hit green for pre-Talib performances
Carolyn Huynh

Volunteer Writer

Winchester Ryan

Quarter After

Braden VanDragt
The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Formerly a solo arist, Austin Ryan-Mas has flushed out his sound with Winchester Ryan.

Quarter After have grown up learning, listening to and making music together.
Hip-hop duo Quarter after have known
each other for nine years and they have even
had the same piano teacher since the third
grade. For hip-hop/rap duo Marcus Marino
and Jimmy Weinman, their band isn't just
a 'college fling'; it's their future. Growing
up together in Auburn, Wash., they both
decided to come to Seattle University and
expand their already growing audience in the
Emerald City.
Marino is a music and business major
and is in charge of beats and the piano.
Weinman is a criminal justice major and is
the band's rapper.
Both 19 and freshmen, they've already
established themselves as entrepreneurs in
the Seattle music scene. Quarter After draws
inspiration from a variety of music, from

better-known artists like Jay-Z to obscure
underground ja2z.
Though the duo is young, they already
have the confidence and presence that most
artists work years to achieve. Marino is managed by Elevation Records and mosdy does
freelance (non-contract) work. He is also
currently working on his solo album and
Weinman is working on a mixtape.
"Are we nervous for Quadstock? Not at
all; should be fun," says Marino.
Hip-hop isn't dead. Quarter After is
bringing it back to the Northwest.
Quarter After goes on at 2:30 p.m. on
the Union Green.

single-handedly.
Since winter quarter, Ryan-Mas has been
trying to form a full-fledged band. After he
was'offered a student performance spot at
Quadstock, he quickly teamed up with his
friends, sophomore political science major
Evan Morier, 20 and sophomore sociology
major Jenna Emerson, 20, to make his band
a reality. Winchester Ryan and the* Electric
Shark Attack is a band that aspires toward a
new-wave, electronic sound.
"Purple mountain majesty," said
Ryan-Mas. "That's how I would describe
our

Check out the band's Web site:
myspace.com/itsquarterafter

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Unauthorized to Harmonize don't play guitars; their music is all vocals, all the time.
this humble band, their goal right now is
and keep going for as long as they
can. Their talent shines from their rigid
practices, but despite their hard work
their practices are also jam-packed with
tomfoolery and laughter—which speaks
volumes about the group's dynamic with
one another.
There are no instruments. No merchandise for sale. No group Web site.
No record label. The band's charm is that
all they have is their music to sell to the
audience. Simplicity and passion is what
drives them.
"We'll make it big in L.A. one day,"
jokes Maddie Cary, 18, a freshman business management major.
Unauthorized to Harmonize goes on at
12:30 p.m. on the green.
to try

Carolyn can be reached at huynhc@seattleu.edu

band."

With a talented set of friends backing
him up on stage, Ryan-Mas is both nervous
and excited for Quadstock. Although he is
familiar with playing live—he's done a slew of
open mics and performed with various acts in

high school—his performance

at

Quadstock

will be his first official gig promoting his
own music.

As a sophomore business marketing major,
Ryan-Mas hopes one day to start his own
record label and to be able to tour and work
professionally as a musician.
Winchester Ryan's set will close the Union
Green performances at 3:00 p.m.
Check out the band's Web site:
myspace.com/winchesterryan

blue Helix

Unauthorized to Harmonize

There are no instruments involved. No,
this isn't one of Bjork's latest crazy ideas.
This is Unauthorized to Harmonize, a student-run a cappella group that is mostly
modern jazz and pop-influenced. Throw
in some Nat King Cole and his daughter,
Natalie as well.
The group first started last quarter with
a couple ofchoir members that wanted to
raise money for the Daughters of Mary
charity and it quickly expanded into a
group that's truly only in the game for the
joy of making music.
"We're a musical group, but we also have
redeeming qualities," said Kait McDougal,
18, a freshman communications major.
For Unauthorized to Harmonize,
there is no straight-shooting urgency to
get signed to a big-shot record label. For

Winchester Ryan's demo CD was
mashed, synthesized, sequenced and made
entirely in Austin Ryan-Mas' dorm room,

As the first act playing the green, Blue
Helix is ready to jumpstart the festival
with their professional and powerful stage
presence.
Though the band considers itself to have
some metal influences, its members note that
metal is not what Blue Helix is all about. They
prefer to dance along the edges ofsofter to
hard rock.
"We strive to portray raw emotion as
much as possible both on the stage and in the
studio," says Arman Birang, junior electrical
engineering and mathematics major. Birang
at 21-years-old is versatile with acoustic, electric and 12-string guitars as well as the sitar,
and is the guitarist for the band.
Blue Helix is a project eight years in the
making. It first started as Sami Chohfi's project when he was 16. Chohfi, now 26, was
on the hunt for other musicians that could
speak the same musical language as him. He
found Birang through a musician networking
Web site. Along with Curtis MacCormack,
29, the three of them comprise the DNA of
Blue Helix.
Blue Helix is not shy about what they
want. They are determined to make it locally
and nationally and hope to have a worldwide
following in the future. They practice three
to four times a week in Puyallup in a professional studio.
This hard-working group is ready to deliver

Courtesy Sasha Stefan

Blue Helix defies genres with their blend of
old-school rock and heavy metal music.
a fist-pumping

show at Quadstock.

Blue Helix perform at noon on the green.
They are currently selling their EP on their
Web site on it is also available on iTunes.

Check out the band's Web sites:
bluehelixmusic.com
myspace.com/blueheiixl

Editor's note:
Four other student bands will also be playing the Union Green stage at QuadstockXX.

Tarea, a band featuring Spectator staff writer Eric Gordon,
will play at 1 p.m.
"Battle Royale" competitors
Kipp & The Clapp will try
their hand on the green at

1:30 p.m.
"Battle Royale" bronze medalist Meagan Grandall will hit
the stage at 2:00 p.m.
Andrew Fontana (of "Battle
Royale" band Sweet Miss) will

perform on the Union Green
at 3:00 p.m.
To read our previous cov-

erage of these Quadstock
performers, check out
su-spectator.com.
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Cabaret adds up for outstanding overall show

Garrett

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

The Lee Center's "SITE Specific Cabaret" is comprised of six one-act plays written by six different playwrights. The production is centered around a fixed set, but the subject matter it covers is highly diverse.
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
The "SITE Specific Cabaret"
was a feast for both the eyes and
the irrational mind. Replete with
clones, ghosts, astronauts, mad scientists and metaphors ofall types,
the production pioneered new artistic frontiers both on the stage
and off.
"I thought it was fantastic,"
said Matt Brand, freshman psychology and creative writing
major. "It pleased me in ways I
couldn't imagine."
The two-and-a-half hour play
was written by six different playwrights, two of which are student
winners of Seattle University's
first playwriting contest. Each
approximately 25-minute act addressed the production's greater
theme "frontier" in a unique fashion. While one act focused on the
frontier ofscience, others explored

the frontiers of perception, family
and more.
The six-act format of the play
gave the entire production a higherthan average level of creativity. As
normal plays are usually performed
in two or three cohesive acts, it can
be quite jarring for some to shift
suddenly from the dramatic style
of one brief act to another.
The transitions from one act
to another were accompanied by
a short performance of a strange
group armed with gongs and cymbals. Comprised offive actors, the
group would smooth the transition
between acts by enthusiastically
banging on their instruments for
several minutes, thoroughly bewildering audience members.
"I didn't know whether that
band carried some kind of message
or if they were just trying to buy
time for the next shift," said Marit
Case, sophomore communications major. "The plots of each act

were

at

somewhat difficult

to

follow

times."

In spite of the fact that the production's set was static, the six plays
managed to utilize it in distinct and
varied ways. The most notable example of this variable set design
was the far left of stage. Fitted
with flashing red lights and a small
stage entrance for the actors, it was
depicted as a burning building in
one scene, while in the next, a
cloning machine.
The six plays touched on genres
ranging from science fiction and
drama to comedy. Each story was
distinctive from the other five,
though some were harder to follow than others.
The weird science-esque plot
of the "The Zero Footprint" was
a commentary on the dangers
of modern science. "Beyond the
Frontier" was remarkably creepy,
generating genuine chills and a
sullen atmosphere. "The Wonders

The Spectator

Mukai

of the Swirling Night" took a remarkable spin on a classic love
story, mixing in some social satire.
"Sunday Drive" was the comedic
heart of the show, drawing boisterous laughter from the audience.
"Miranda" was a fusion of a musical and a tragic story of a paralyzed
girl. Finally, "The Eye is Burning"
followed a girl on an adventure
through her own mind.

It was much more

exciting than an oldfashioned play; it was

a fantastic experience.
Ki Gottberg
Producer

"Opening night was kickass,"
said Evan Loeb, junior philosophy major, backstage after the
show. "We all did what we had to
do and everyone's level of energy
was amazing."
The requirements of the cast
were quite demanding. Each act
did not have its own cast, so some
actors and actresses had to take on

several roles. A few, such as junior
drama major Katie Carrasco, had
as many as three different roles for
the entire production.
"It was much more exciting
than an old-fashioned museum
play," said Ki Gottberg, theater
professor and the producer of the
cabaret. "It was a fantastic and
deep experience for all of these
young actors."
Overall, the Cabaret exceeded
expectations both dramatically and
artistically. With originality literally built into its concept, it was
difficult to lose interest in any of
the six acts.
Though the avant-garde style
of the play might deter the average Joe from checking this one
out, the "SITE Specific Cabaret"
has much to offer in terms of style,
originality and some old-fashioned
theater fun.
The production will run until May 17. The shows will play
Thursday and Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
as well Friday and Saturday at 7:30
and 10:30 p.m.
Tickets are available for $10,
but seating is limited to 50
per performance.
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

'Star Trek' proves perfect prequel in Abrams' hands
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
"Star Trek" is a household
name that carries a heavy mantle
ofnerdiness.
With five television series, 10
motion pictures, and Picardknows
how many novels and extra fiction
installations to its name, the series
is starting to show its age.
The newest motion picture,
simply dubbed "Star Trek," is
a

franchise reboot by director

J.J. Abrams, who also directed
"Lost" and "Cloverfield." With a
fresh story, high tech effects and
a fresh-faced Enterprise crew, the
new Trek is one that is destined to
reinvigorate the series for trekkies
both new and old.
The original Star Trek canon
has been done away with here,
though. Forget what you know
about Captain Kirk's favorite cereal or Spock's preferred hairstyle;
the story of the new movie takes
place in an alternate dimension,
courtesy of time travel, as original
as that is.
This makes it easy for the

uninitiated
as no

to get

into the plot,

prior knowledge

is neces-

sary in order to understand the
characters and background. At
the same time, hardcore fans will
recognize all their favorite characters and ships, albeit each with a
makeover.
Save for a brief cameo by Spock
original Leonard Nemoy, the crew
of the NCC-1701 has been completely recast. Notables include
Zachary Quinto as Spock, who
some may recognize as the evil
Sylar from "Heroes," British comedian Simon Pegg as Scotty,
"Harold and Kumar's" John Cho as
Lieutenant Sulu, and Karl Urban
as the eccentric Dr. McCoy.
The new Captain Kirk is played
by the young Chris Pine, while Eric
Bana takes up the role of Nero, the
movie's Romulan antagonist. The
interesting cast provides a hardy
mix of action, laughs, drama, villainy and romance. Though some
character interaction can be predictable or cheesy (Live long and
prosper—again), the complexity
and motivations ofeach character
is nicely conveyed and is, most

importantly, believable.
The films plot takes more than
its fair share of twists and turns,

shifting locales from scene to scene
keep the action flowand
the
butts on the edges of
ing

in order to

seats. This makes the new "Star
Trek" more of an adventure story
rather than a science fiction tale.
Settings range from a shady bar in
lowa to an alien university on the

planet Vulcan.
The rendering of these planets is beautiful, but isn't nearly as
the

Federation

impressive
ships and technology. Everything
from Starfleet facilities to tricorders has been completely redesigned.
The Federation starships look like
they were designed by Ferrari, and
the Enterprise itself looks particularly sexy in Abrams' adaptation,
and has a bridge that makes most
Apple stores look like barns.
Computer graphics and sound
only add to the package. Blaster
fire and ship-to-ship battles are
action-packed and fun to look
at, while the soundtrack conveys
both a dual sense of epic-ness and
jeopardy, though one excerpt from
as

new

a Beastie Boys song could have
been excluded.
But "Star Trek's" blockbuster
repackaging is not without its
flaws. The grandiose story cannot
help but fall victim to science fiction stereotypes at times.

'Star Trek' is a truly
fun experience

whether one is a
Trek nerd or not.
Time travel is now a sci-fi cliche, and it's no different here.
The scenes that included Nemoy
felt tired and overused. The man
deserves respect, but that doesn't
mean he isn't predictable.
"Star Trek's" biggest problem
is that it tries to do too much in
so short of a time span. Even at a
run time of over two hours, the
conclusion of the movie leaves
the audience wanting so much
more. It's as if they wanted to do

entire series, but had to settle
one movie instead.
Many of the supporting characters could have been more fleshed
out, and the movie never really delivers on its potential for a largescale space battle.
Like a good jigsaw puzzle,
an

for

"Star Trek" is incredibly fulfilling
once it's finishe, but it seems some
pieces have been left out of the
box. It gives

a great

blockbuster

performance and leaves a remarkable impression, but the fact that
it leaves any good fan wanting
more is

a

reason for both acclaim

and criticism.
Make no mistake, it's assuredly a fun experience whether one
is a Trek nerd or not. Longtime
fans and newcomers alike should
beam themselves up to experience the franchise's latest release
right away.
Regardless of one's familiarity
with the series, audiences shouldn't
expect "StarTrek" to go maximum
warp, though it does get close.

Fernando can be reached
siosonf@seattleu.edu
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The Field qets blissful Today' Cisneros talks
Chicana literature
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor

Mapricio Santana

via Flickr

Axel Willner may make most of his music on his laptop, but his work shines because of its organic feel.
another instrument in the connever reaching a climax before
text of his compositions, Willner
seamlessly segueing into Willner's
seems to speak to his audience
cover ofThe Korgis's "Everybody's
In the world of modern music, through his music—if not in the Got To Learn Sometime."
the art of"sampling"—restructur"Yesterday" shies away from
emotions his electro ballads evoke,
the
dance
floor jams that captivatthe
of
other
artists
then
the
are
crafted
they
in
in
way
music
ing
ed listeners on "Sublime;" Willner
order to make something new
and delivered.
This is perhaps most evident instead opts on the record to
is one of the most intriguing and
on
"Sublime" track "Good Things bounce between shoegaze-y noise
controversial things happening
a song whose title serves
End,"
Artists
like
Talk
and
squalls and glacial grooves that at
Girl
today.
Panda Bear (Animal Collective's both as a cue for the listener to once recall the work of My Bloody
Noah Lennox) have come under meditate on human mortality Valentine and Canadian soundthroughout its duration and as sculpture Tim Hecker. And while
fire for composing their miniaa piece of personal and nostalgic
"The More That I Do" may be the
entirely
almost
ture symphonies
most immediately gripping track
out of samples of the work of commentary on the song it most
other artists, many of which heavily samples—Kate Bush's on the record, not a single one of
were used without attaining
"Running Up That Hill (A Deal its epic compositions is anything
With God)."
less than excellent.
proper permissions.
But in light of the legal issues
Willner's knack for inserting
posed by sampling, many artists himself into his music without
have devised their own solution to explicitly making his presence Willner's hyperthe problem of copyright acquisiknown is continued and improved
tion; sampling songs in such a way
upon on his sophomore album cerebral jams age like
as to make the finished product
"Yesterday And Today." Its title
indistinguishable from its source nods to The Beatles; its lead sin- fine wines, ripening
material.
gle "The More That I Do" samples
with every listen.
Cocteau Twins' "Lorelei" (proband
the
record
features
a
colably)
'Yesterday and Today' laboration between Willner and
But listeners with short attenBattles drummer John Stanier.
cohesive
Stanier's
stick
tion
spans beware! "Yesterday And
feels more
Interestingly,
work is difficult to discern on Today" clocks in at almost exactly
than Willner's debut.
any of "Yesterday's" six anthemic an hour in length, and its shortest
songs, as his robotic timekeeping song falls just shy of the sevensounds electronic regardless of the minute mark.
Likewise, two of the record's
the
foremost
musical
context
it appears in, but his apPerhaps
on
is
also
tellof
this
form
of
samthe
record
interesting moments come in the
champion
pearance
of
shift
Willner's
forms
of standout track "Leave It"
in
Sweden's
The
Field
a
creative
(aka ing
pling is
Axel Willner), whose spaced-out, process. Though the album still and closer "Sequenced," which
trance-indueing minimalistic undeniably falls under the genre clock in at almost 12 and 16 minof techno, the compositions that utes respectively.
techno music is composed primarMake no mistake though: lisout
cut-and-pasted
samples
comprise it all sound strangely and
of
ily
of female vocal harmonies and compellingly organic.
tening to "Yesterday" is an hour
is
a
well
sense,
In
licks.
"Yesterday"
spent. Willner's hyper-c"ereupper-register guitar
His 2007 debut "From Here "electronic" music the same way bral jams age like fine wines, their
We Go Sublime" drew heavily Radiohead's "Kid A" is electronic depth and emotional force ripenupon this compositional formula music; the record was put together ing with every repeat listen.
"Leave It" best illustrates the
and its 65-minute runtime was litpiecemeal using computers, but
the various elements that form way in which the record grows; the
tered with glimpses into the musical preferences ofWillner himself. its tracks are mostly natural and first time through it skates by in
an icy fog, but each subsequent
Stand-out track "Silent" sampled untreated.
Likewise, "Yesterday" also difplay-through finds it developing in
a reversed version of Coldplay's
fers from "Sublime" insofar as it the listener's mind, from a ghostly
"The Scientist," and the delirifeels much more like a record than whisper to an all-out blizzard of
ously blissed-out "Everyday" reprised snippets ofFleetwood Mac's it does simply a batch of songs. beautiful and glacial sound.
"Yesterday And Today" hits re"Sublime" had its fair share ofawe"Everywhere."
Willner's approach to saminspiring moments, but overall it cord stores everywhere May 19 via
pling is interesting because it re- felt like a top-heavy effort, the best Anti- in the U.S. and Kompakt
tracks cluttered on theA-side with in the rest of the world, and it's a
veals his wit and humor as an artist, a feat not often attempted by no pensive breaks between them. must-have for anyone with a little
electronic musicians.
Conversely "Yesterday" feels more patience and love for catharsisholistically cohesive; star-gazing inducing artwork.
In spite of the fact that the vocal samples in his songs are clipped opener "I Have The Moon, You
Have The Internet" ebbs and flows Matthew can be reached
to the degree that the human
voice becomes nothing more than like waves on a beach at night, martellm@seattleu.edu

Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

—

When Sandra Cisneros brought
home her report card in the fifth
grade, she had C minuses or Ds in
every subject except for conduct.
Sister Mary Regina Immaculada
of the Holy Ghost Most High
called her a daydreamer and
Cisneros was condemned to the
quiet corner of the classroom.
The award winning author of
"The House on Mango Street"
and "Carmelo," as well as numerous volumes of short stories and
poetry, Cisneros spent the next
10 years of school dreaming in
a barrio in Chicago and juggling
the titles given to her: daughter,
writer, Latina.
But a confident and accomplished Cisneros visited Seattle
last week and shared how she
grew from the nervous and penny-pinching author of "House on
Mango Street" to one of the most
renowned Latina authors today.
"I had to invent how to become an author. There was no
one to guide me," Cisneros
said. "I couldn't be helped by
Virginia Woolf. I didn't have
an inheritance."
When Cisneros wrote "House
on Mango Street," she was a
young teacher at an alternative high school, writing in her
kitchen because her office was too
cold. In those days, she doubted
whether her becoming a writer
would be any use to society.
"I wondered, 'should I teach
writing or should I teach something more important like birth
control," Cisneros said.
Though the author and poet
has become a mentor and role
model for many Latina women
and educators, she still doubts
she has affected the change she
wishes to see.
"I still feel powerless to make
change," Cisneros said. "The
world is far worse for Latinos today than it was 25 years ago. It is
a time of great xenophobia."
Cisneros, who lives in San
Antonio, Texas, said she has witnessed the construction of a new
"Berlin Wall" 25 miles from her
house.
She said San Antonio is a
violent place, but it informs her
art. Anger at injustice only fuels
her work.
"I get outraged and that rage
transforms into work, into art,"
Cisneros said.
Cisneros is currently working
on a series of essays and short stories. She writes three days a week
and never gets out ofher pajamas
so that she is not tempted to leave
her desk.
Finding a sense of home has
been as important for Cisneros
as it has been for her lost and
wandering heroines in short story collections such as "Woman
Hollering Creek."
"Sometimes people are born
into places and they feel like a
changeling. Chicago was never really home for me," Cisneros said.
"But I think if the place you're

Michael Casey

via Flickr

Writer Sandra Cisneros' literature provides a voice for Chicana
women and their struggles.

living is not perfect, it's something
inside of you that's imperfect."
Cisneros, work does not shy
away from displaying the imperfections in human experience.
As Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs,
professor of women's studies and
English, noted, Cisneros' work
has covered many stereotypes
of Latina experience—domestic
abuse, household servitude, unplanned pregnancies—but she has
also given a voice to these often
silenced issues.

I had to invent how
to become an author.

There was no one
to guide me.

,

Sandra Cisrieros

Author

"She was the first Latina whose
literature was used both in junior
high and high schools nationwide," Gutierrez y Muhs said.
"For Latina literature, it's really

triumph, although they've absolutely tokenized her."

as

As one of the few Latina authors to have been included
in American mainstream literary culture, Cisneros' work is
now featured in many Seattle
U booklists.
"I think it gives an authentic, distinctive view into another
culture," said Katie Boehnlein,
an environmental studies and
English major who read "Woman
Hollering Creek" for Christina
Roberts' "American Women
Writers" class.
Stephanie Malinowski, junior
English and environmental studies major, felt "Woman Hollering
Creek" was a necessary inclusion
in the course.
"The fact gave a wide scope
to Chicana culture in America,
in all of its complexity,"
Malinowski said. "It doesn't mean
just one thing to be Chicana
in America."

Emily can be reached at
hottel ©seattleu .edu
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Phenomenal' D-I season ends By the Numbers:

Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor

Joe Callero, the former Seattle
University men's basketball head
coach, once described his program's
progress as hiking up a mountain.
He said looking at the whole mountain was daunting, but to look just
ahead at the next step and the next
push was the attitude and goal his
team would have.
The same can be said about
Seattle University's transition to
Division I.
Critics warned of the historic
financial danger of progressing
to D-I, drudging up Seattle Us
1980 departure amid low enrollment and other financial problems
during former president William

.

Redhawks Records
Men's Sports
(Division I record)

Women's Sports
(Division I record)

Soccer

Soccer

11-3-1(10-5-3)

12-5-3(10-5-3)

Volleyball

Basketball

10-23(9-22)

21-8(13-8)
Team sports records against Division-I
teams were provided by Seattle
Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

__

.

DaSKeiDail
20-9 (12-9)

University Athletics Department.

Sullivan's, S.J., tenure.
Others questioned the Jesuit
identity of entering the world of
<
high profile athletics.
Four of Seattle U's six team
winning records this
year: women's soccer, men's soccer, women's basketball and men's
basketball. Previously a member
of the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference, the Redhawks enjoyed many winning programs in
Division 11, and were expected to
compete but not win as frequently
as thev did.
sports had

All but one loss for
team sports came
from D-l opponents.
Bill Hogan, Seattle U athletics director, described the program's overall performance as

"phenomenal."
"It went way beyond expectations," he said.
Hogan explained the general
assumption toward D-I was there
would be "lots of losing records"
because of the competition and
the wear and tear on student-athletes traveling more than they had

previously.
Volleyball struggled

in its first

year and relied heavily on young talent (six freshmen, five sophomores,
two juniors) and veteran leadership
by the lone senior, Libby Graff. But
volleyball was the anomaly.
All of the team sports' losses
came from D-I opponents, except
one volleyball loss. Hogan cited the
scholarships and athletics budget as
a part of the recipe for success.
"Then you had kids, and they
measured up," Hogan said. "They
elevated their games, worked hard
as teams and coaches and I think

they performed exceptionally
well."
Five Seattle U teams won a
D-I tournament championship.
Women's soccer won the Idaho
Governor's Cup Tournament.
Men's soccer won the UC-Irvine
College Classic. Volleyball won its
hosted tournament, the Dig For
The Cure Class. Men's basketball
won the Spring Thaw Tournament.
Softball finished a sub-.500

season by winning the Division I
Independent Tournament.
"We're way ahead of schedule,"
Hogan said. "A reasonable person might think well be in pretty good shape in 12 or 13 years,
competing at a high level and

winning."
The record 21-8 men's basketball season surprised Hogan.
Not only did the Redhawks win
the much-hyped game against
Loyola Marymount University,
but defended home court with a
perfect 9-0, excluding a 1-1 split
in exhibition games against Point
Loma Nazarene and Evergreen
State College. Men's basketball also
had the hiring coup of the year in
Cameron Dollar, considered one
of the top coaching prospects in
the country, from the University

of Washington.
Hurdles still lay ahead of the

fledgling D-I Redhawks
attempt

they
to climb the mountain of
as

D-I prestige. The opponents should
technically become more challenging next season, as all sports phase
into a complete D-I schedule.
Budget cuts loom. More travel will
be required of the teams.
Officially, the first Division
I season in 29 years at Seattle
University concluded Friday, May
8. 259 steps from the first game
of the "First Season," track and

field ended the Redhawks' first
transitional season in D-I at the
University of Washington Ken
Shannon Invitational.
Amid concern and criticism,
D- I pushed on beyond many
expectations.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu

Senior runner Jen Hamann finishes first in 800-meter
followed by teammates Daniel
Sullivan, junior, in fifth place, and
freshman Tom Mezzera in eighth

Cover

�
University, Seattle

Pacific University, Everett
Community College, Central
Washington University and the
University of Idaho competed
at the University of Washington
hosted meet.
Chris Auld, freshman distance
runner, highlighted the meet for
the Redhawks. Auld finished first
among the Redhawks and third
overall in the men's 800-meter
with a time of 1:59.91. Auld burst
out of the line to start the race,
but was unable to pass two run-

place.
"Auld really put up an impressive time in the 800," Mezzera said.
"Eight-hundred meters is half a
mile, and the fact that Chris did
that in under two minutes is extremely impressive. I'm surprised
that time didn't earn him a firstplace finish."
First place in the 800-meter went to Mike Gavereski of
Pearson's Athletics. Gavereski finished the race with a sizzling time
of 1:57.67. Gavereski came out of
the blocks to start the race and never lost the lead. Second place went

Ryan Eidsmoe from Highline
Community College, who barely
edged out Auld with a time of
1:58.37.
Eric SchuefFner, assistant head
coach, remarked about the quality
ofhis team's season.
"By far this is the best team this
school has ever had," SchuefFner
said, who is in his third year coaching track and field at Seattle U.
"This year we've been better than
we've ever been."
Experience helped drive the
Redhawks' performances during
the breakout season.
"Jen Hamann, by far, had the
best race she's ever had," SchuefFner
said of the senior distance runner.
to

Hamann won first place in the
women's 800-meter race with a
time of 2:18.14.
Schueffner also pointed out
junior Daniel Sullivan's disappointing finish in the 110-meter
hurdles. Sullivan finished the race

fifth out offive runners.
"He only does that event

once

year, and this meet was the first
time that he did this event all
year," Schueffner said. "He really
a

struggled."
Conditions

at the meet were
and sunny, but not too hot,
ideal according to SchuefFner.
Seeing as it was the first year in
Division I competition for all sports
at Seattle U, SchuefFner explained
warm

the team benefited from the quality
competition and experience.
"Overall, we're focusing on becoming better," SchuefFner said.
"Everyone had a good time at the
meet and made the most out of it.
Everyone stayed around until the
end of the meet; it was a great way
to end the year."
The end of the meet also signaled the end of the sports season
for Seattle University this school
year, its first year in the five-year
D-I transition. The track and field
team will return to the track in fall
to begin the indoor season.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
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Former SU record-holding pitcher to be inducted into HoF
"He was one of the best pitchers
at Seattle U," Miller said.
Miller, who will be inducted
into the Hall of Fame along with
Watts, said Watts truly deserves this
honor.
"He was a good player and a great
guy," said Miller. "He had a good
competitive spirit."
Watts played on a semi-professional team in the Pacific Coast
League coached by O'Brien. He recalls playing and defeating the Seattle
Rainiers when he was 19 years old.
Thanks to intensive training
moving up to the major leagues was
not a difficult adjustment Watts

explained.

Courtesy SU Athletics

Jerry Watts left SU as the record holder with a 1.62 career ERA.
Taylor Olson

Staff Writer
Despite his reputation as one of
the greatest pitchers of all time at
Seattle University, Jerry Watts was
thrown a curveball when he learned
of his induction into the Seattle
University AtJiletics Hall ofFame.
"It was quite a surprise, to say the
least," Watts said.
Watts was heavily recruited out
of high school with several offers to
sign with major league teams. But his
parents believed that a college education was important.
"And more importantly, a
Catholic education," Watts said.
Born in South Dakota but raised
in Walla Walla, Wash., Watts was
wary of moving across the state to
Seattle. But his caution dissipated
when he was welcomed by athletics directorEddie O'Brien,, Roman
Miller, who helped recruit him
to Seattle U and former Seattle U

president, Albert LeMieux, SJ.
Miller helped fyid Watts a job at
the Worlds Fair, held in Seattle the
summer before he began his career
at Seatde U.
While he worked at the World s
Fair, Bellarmine Hall was being built.
He was one of the first students to
take up residence in the hall; at the
time it housed only men.
Watts recalled the tremendous
amount of pressure that came with
die nationally recognized and winning tradition Seattle U had at die
time.
However, Watts proved himself
despite this pressure and set the
school records for the lowest earned
run average in a season and career,
with a .18 ERA and a 1.62 ERA,

respectively.
In 1965,Watts went professional
when Miller helped him sign with
die Houston Colt .455. By die time
he arrived in Houston, the team was
known as the Astros.

But after his first year of playing
the
in
major leagues, Watts began to
experience tendonitis in his shoulder. He returned to Seatde to see a
nationally renowned orthopedic surgeon but too much of the muscle in
his shoulder had deteriorated and the
injury was career-ending.
"The magic that was in there was
gone," Watts said.
Despite the progress the surgery
made by attaching ligaments in his
shoulder back to the bone, the velocity was gone. Fortunately for the former hurler, he has not suffered from
any recurring tendonitis or bursitis
since the surgery.
"It was my lifelong dream to beat
the Yankees at Yankee Stadium,"
Watts said. "And I came pretty darn

close."
After playing Major League
Baseball, Watts went on to work at
the Boeing Company. In the 19705,
he startedhis own construction company, Alderwood Custom Homes.
He retired in 1994 and returned to
Walla Walla with his wife Sharon
and had five children. Watts has
been coaching Little League for the
past 25 years.
"It's my way ofpaying back what
the good Lord gave me," Watts

said.
Watts has nothing but fond
memories of Seattle U and high
hopes for their future in Division I.

"I think it's wonderful," Watts
said of the Redhawks' return to
Division I. "I'm 110 percent for it."
Watts cited the traditions and
family support of the school during
the transition as reasons Seattle U
will return to its former glory.
The time Watts spent at Seattle
had
a great impact on the person
U

he is today.
"I mean it from my heart, it was
one of the best experiences of my
life," Watts said. "It set me up for a
successful life."

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu .edu

Team visits hospita
Women's basketball players bond with patients at Seattle Children's
important and exciting. She said
the children enjoyed interacting
with the players and talking about
Members ofthe Seattle University basketball.
women's basketball team surpassed
In addition to giving the studenttheir service requirements this year athletes an opportunity to live out
when they chose to volunteer at the the mission of Seattle U through
Seattle Children's Hospital April service, Kent said their work at the
hospital serves as a reminder to be
24.
"It's important to get out there thankful for what they have.
"It reminds them how blessed
and do good things within the comthey are to be college athletes and
munity," said Cassidy Murillo, jurealize how lucky they are to be
nior guard and team captain.
Assistant coaches Todd Kent and healthy," Kent said.
Kent said the most memorable
Margot Richards coordinated with
the Seattle Children's Hospital to part of his trip was spending time
with the patient's family.
give three of their athletes the op"I had the chance to play pool
portunity to serve the greater Seattle
with a young man whose little
community.
"It was great to be able to give brother was there undergoing surback to some kids going through a gery," Kent said. "It turned into a
great conversation. Later his dad
tough time," Kent said.
Due to restrictions set in place came and talked about how the famby the hospital, only three athletes ily was handling it. It was a powerful experience to see a family going
were able to volunteer.The hospital
or
a
through a tough time."
allows four
five volunteers at
Kent hopes to maintain therelatime, five being the largest number
allowed with an experienced group. tionship with the Seattle Children's
This way, die number ofvolunteers Hospital. Ideally, Kent would like
isn't overwhelming to the patients to send volunteers every couple
of months or as often as once a
or dieir families.
Mercedes Alexander and Monica month based on the needs of the
Nevi joined Murillo and Kent for hospital.
Murillo said she wants her teamdie service opportunity at Children's
Hospital. They spent the day making mates to have the opportunity to
paper bag puppets and friendship volunteer at the hospital soon.
bracelets with the siblings of some
of the patients at the hospital.
Taylor can be reached at
Murillo described the visit as olsont@seattleu.edu

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

Fantasy Baseball provides competition, control
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer

Fantasy Baseball: A world where
they're the
runs,
stealing
stars hitting home
bases and hurling 100-miles per
hour fastballs.
Participants draft Major League
Baseball players in the online game.
Those player-participants gain points
based on how their drafted players
do in the real games. Then they form
leagues to compete against other
teams' drafted players. Much like a
real ball club, drafting die right players determines a team's success.
Connor Folse, freshman premajor, plays fantasy baseball under the
sports fans can feel like

name "Plaguestorm".
"I've been a baseball fan since I
was five," Folse said. "My dad is a big
baseball fan, so he got me into it. It
kind of rubbed off on me."
Like Pokemon, Tamagotchi, golf
and any worthwhile game, fantasy
baseball requires constant attention.
Neglecting the team's stats may not
end up with a disgrunded creature,
but it may lead to a sub-.300 team
team

batting average.
The key to the game is production. Folse said thistakes preparation
and precision, but that time isn't a
factor when he manages his teams.
"It only takes 10 minutes a day
to adjust your lineup," Folse said,
who currently manages four teams.
"The motivation is to win the leagues
you're in, especially if they're paid

leagues."
Folse is referring to leagues where
participants can sign up online and
enter their credit card information
to such sports sites as YahooSports.
com and ESPN.com. Players sign up
by paying a fee to play in the league.
Like a NCAA men's basketball tournament pool, winners receive all of
the money.
Folse has been playing fantasy
baseball for five years now and explained when he drafts a team, he
doesn't necessarily draft just his favorite players.
"I draft players based on their
ability," Folse said. "It's fun to see
your favorite players play, but at the
same time you want production."
Chris Paul, professor of

communication at Seattle U, enjoys
playing fantasy baseball and says
there were two main events that
helped fuel fantasy sports. The first,
according to Paul, was the expansion
of the Internet because it is a platform that allows people to connect
over geographic barriers and allows
for easier statistics tracking.
"TheWeb really is a perfect fit for
fantasy sports," Paul said. The second
event Paul said helped popularize
fantasy sports was a shift in fandom
and perhaps fanaticism. Instead of
being tied to the local, regional or
hometown team, fans attach themselves to players because ofthe era of
free agency and professional athlete

mobility.
"As such, fantasy sports is a
good fit for fans that are less tied to
teams and more tied to players than
they've tended to be in the past,"
Paul explained.
Part of fantasy sports' allure is in
some way tied to the fantasy of it,
the ability to draft and manipulate
a team based on statistical analysis,
or like some general managers, on
a

whim.

"For me, I choose to play largely
because it's fun and it lets me run
my own team," Paul said. "I like
the control and the ability to show
what I know within a competitive
framework."
Max Stowell, freshman premajor,
is also a fantasy baseball enthusiast.
Stowell said he's also a baseball fan
and thought playing fantasy baseball
would be fun—winning the money
from paid leagues isn't bad either.
Stowell has been into fantasy sports
for five years.
"I think people do it on a high
level because if you follow sports,
you can win a lot of money putting
your knowledge of sports to use,"
Stowell said.
Stowell uses cbssports.com and
says it's probably the Web site he
visits the most.
"I use cbssports.com every day,"
Stowell said. "In fact, I use cbssports.com probably more than I use
Facebook."
When it comes to fantasy baseball, drafting players that are good
rather than drafting your favorite
players is key if you want to win,

to Stowell.
"For fantasy baseball, you find
yourself rooting for really silly situations," Stowell said. "For example,
I have Kevin Youkilis on my team,
and I'm a Yankees fan."
Added Stowell, "So when I'm at
a Mariners game and Youkilis comes
up to bat, I oddly enough find myself
hoping he'll hit the three-run home
run. At the same time though, I still
want die Mariners to get die win."

according

Certainly, fantasy stats are important, but Stowell said the real life
baseball team comes first before the

fantasy team.
"The team comes first. You got
to root for your team," Stowell said.
"Fantasy gives you something to do,
to become mentally part of the game.
Everyone has free time, and everyone
uses that free time differendy. I think
fantasy is a great outlet to look up
sports if you're interested in that."
Winning money from seemingly
useless baseball information might
be the biggest fantasy.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
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Staff Divid-Ed: Quadstock's meaning
The Spectator Editorial Board could not agree about the 'meaning' of Quadstock, and as such, parted ways for two editorials
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from the legendary Woodstock festival,
The University of Washington has the U District StreetFair,
Quadstock is Seattle University's one big annual event that the Apple Cup and Greek rush.
Reed College in Portland has Renn Fayre, a three-day celgives students a chance to get together and celebrate as a community with a day filled with fun, games, food and music. ebration of excess.
But sadly many students seem to associate it with the seedier
Other colleges across the country have their respective
side of its namesake, treating the event instead as an excuse festivals, and every single one have two things in common:
to indulge in substance abuse and debauchery, to the point
alcohol and student-driven tradition.
Seattle University's one tradition in a generally tradition-less
where many students forego attending Quadstock altogether
in favor of the "Passport Party," which parallels the event school is Quadstock and its underground sister the "Passport
Party." Students hopping from house to house, drinking drink
every year.
This isn't the way Quadstock should be approached by the after drink is something special simply in the fact it happens so
student body. SEAC devotes tons of time and energy every infrequently at this university. Students rarely come together
year into trying to develop the event to its fullest potential, in these numbers to do anything at all, let alone party.
Passports aside, the criticism against students drinking and
and yet many students refuse to acknowledge these efforts
because of their own desire to indulge in the excess associated attending Quadstock threatens one of the few and far between
with the Passport Party.
traditions. It's anticipated and expected, and simply offers two
Talib Kweli is headlining Quadstock XX. He's a marlin paths that day, instead of the usual 100 or so events, lectures,
in the small pond of Seattle U, and the student body should protests, rallies, readings, shows or studying.
Binge drinking is dangerous. Consuming opened drinks
feel grateful that SEAC managed to hook him for the festival.
The Seattle U community should show its gratitude toward from strangers is also dangerous. Drinking and safety are not
SEAC's efforts by attending the event sober, ready to celebrate necessarily mutually exclusive.
In a rare moment, we began to understand the university's
with a day full of great student-run events and a night full of
high quality music. This is the positive attitude Quadstock struggle with Quadstock. Administrators know what happens
needs to be approached with; a large turnout of sober, ex- regarding alcohol and other illicit substances. They try to curb
cited students will hopefullyperpetuate SEAC's drive to bring those tendencies by adding events on the Union Green and in
strong talent to the event. Think about it: If Quadstock XX the residence halls. However, Quadstock —both the concert
has Talib Kweli, and it goes well, Quadstock XXI could host and celebrations—has transcended the music and become a
Seattle U cultural tradition.
someone even better.
If the name Quadstock becomes associated with commuQuadstock deserves its due respect. It's by far the most
nity fun on the Seattle U campus, high profile bands will come successful on-campus program of the year, but just because
running to play its showcase. Forget the Capitol Hill Block it happens on the same day as one of the most successful offParty. A positive approach to Quadstock could turn the event campus programs doesn't mean that the latter isn't important,
too. Keep both traditions alive.
into the next big thing happening annually in Seattle.
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The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, JessicaVan Gilder, Sara Bernert, Emjly Holt, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval, Angelo Carosio and Ben Watanabe. Signed
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Swine flu overhyped by media selling fear
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Front pages and TV screens all
over the country echoed the same
concerns over and over again the
last several weeks: HINI "swine"
flu. This new flu strain generated
such a large amount of hype it was
impossible to read a newspaper or
watch even 10 minutes of a news
program without hearing something
about this new threat to our safety.
This Obama-declared "public
healdi emergency" has not been diat
in the slightest. As of now, a grand
total of 3 people in the United States
have died from the disease—all of
whom had underlying illnesses that
also contributed to their death.
The reports of the mayhem in
Mexico City may also look dire,
but one would be silly to compare
that to a possible U.S. outbreak. We
simply have a better hospital infrastructure than Mexico and with that

the ability to handle a large-scale
outbreak much more efficiently.

Swine flu deaths

need to be put
into perspective.
Even so, the total number of people infected with swine flu remains
under 5,000, and the total number
of deaths is under 500. In contrast,
an average of 800 people die of the
regular ol' seasonal flu in the United
States every week during flu season,
and 506 people die in car crashes in
diat same week. The probability of a
given person contracting swine flu is
below a millionth of 1 percent.
This "pandemic" is not a big
deal. Yes, it does have the potential
to mutate and come back more ferocious and communicable, but that

has not happened

yet and

nobody

knows if it will. If and when that
does happen, it will warrant hours
and hours of cable news coverage.
Until then there are much more
important things to talk about and
many more important stories to lead
a newscast with.
With our 24-hour news culture,
it's clear that people want to be informed about everything diat s going
on as soon as it happens. It's obvious that the emergence of a new flu
strain is an important story, but the
way that it was executed only serves
to prove that most mainstream media are only interested in creating as
much "drama" as possible.
Instead of simply informing
people of the situation in its whole
context conclusions were jumped
to, the story was overhyped and
people got scared—the general
public doesn't know how to handle
a story like this.
Clearly the economy beat is old

the torture subject is taboo
Obama's
and
not doing anything
important enough to talk about.
The front page of the Seattle Times
shouldn't be about the thousands of
people in the state losing their jobs
but instead needs to update everyone daily on the number of people
in Washington coming down with a
flu. Was that really the most important story happening in Seattle?
It is unfortunate that we have
lost people to HINI flu, but the
deaths really need to be put into
perspective. People die every day
due to hundreds of different causes,
and most go unreported. Just because the story is all over the news
does not mean that the disease is all
over the world. Calm down people,
you're more likely to win the lottery
than to contract this one.
news,

Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.

Letter to the Editor: Indifference kills campus
Dear Editor,
The recent ASSU election results
and analysis got me thinking. In a
school committed to empowering
leaders, a 30 percent voter turnout
is appalling, even by American
standards. There was one chance
students had to meet the candidates and discuss their views and
the only people who showed up to
these speeches were former and current ASSU members. And the lack
of interest wasn't just with voting,
most of the candidates were running unopposed anyway. But this
problem isn't limited to student
government.

As an executive staff member
ofKSUB, I've witnessed this indifference firsthand with the number
of DJs recently dropping to an
all-time low. I understand that
Internet radio isn't as appealing
as FM, but where else can you get
professional DJ experience just by
filling out a form? (Where are you
comm majors?)
And on a recent free hike with
OAR through the Snoqualmie
Forest, there was a total of three
participants including the hike
leader. I find it hard to believe that
there were only two nature lovers
with free schedules on a Saturday.

I hope I'm being cynical

On a recent free

hike with OAR,
there was a total of
three participants.
Maybe I'm just focusing on
clubs and organizations that are
under the radar or are having serious marketing issues. I know many
on-campus groups aren't having

these participation problems, but
in a school with more than 4,000
undergrade there should be an overflow of activity from just about every student group.
As excited as I am for Quadstock,
I can't help the feeling that even the
great Talib Kweli will have a tough
time drawing more than 10 percent
ofSeattle Us population. With the
amount ofstudents growing by the
year, I'm really hoping all this will
change, but let's face it; those indifferent to the state of Seattle U
probably won't even pick up this
paper.
Andy Osborn

Jesuit schools need to recruit lay leaders
Patrick Howell, S.J
Guest Writer

Questions

about the future of

Jesuit leadership
sities arose

at

Jesuit univer-

last month when the

Gonzaga University Trustees failed

Jesuit as the new president. Instead they appointed Dr.
Thayne McCulloh, the acting academic vice president, as the interim
president for a two-year period.
First ofall, Thayne McCulloh is
to name a

an

eminently qualified educational

leader. As Seattle University president Steve Sundborg, S.J. said recently, "Thayne represents the kind
of Jesuit-educated and knowledgably Jesuit-committed leader upon
whom the vibrancy and future of
the Jesuit character of our universities will increasingly rely." So
Gonzaga is in good hands.
Secondly, four of the 28 other

Jesuit

universities

As far back as 1995, when Jesuit
leaders gathered in Rome to discern
the future of the Society of Jesus,
they commented, "Lay men and
women will assume more and more
responsibility for the ministries of
the Church in parishes, diocesan
structures, schools and universities,
theological institutions, missions,
and works of justice and charity."
Consequently, the Jesuits decided
to shift from inviting lay people to
participate in "our" ministry to one
in which the Jesuits assist lay leaders
in "their" ministry.

Four of the 28 other
Jesuit universities

already have a nonJesuit president.

already have

someone who is not a Jesuit as the
president: Georgetown, St. Peter's

College (New Jersey), Loyola
University (Townsend, Md),
Lemoyne College (Syracuse, NY). In
addition, Rockhurst (Kansas City)
has a priest who is not a Jesuit as its
head. In each ofthese instances, a
Jesuit often has a leading role as a
vice president to help promote and
articulate die Jesuit vision. Perhaps
the collar is still important for fundraising with traditional alums?

In this supportive role, Jesuits
support lay leaders to become more
informed with the Jesuit tradition.
Jesuits offer the "Spiritual Exercises"
through a variety of retreats. They

help

to

articulate and

promote

Jesuit values. They tell the "war
stories" of the early years of Jesuit
education. And along with lay colleagues, they help students to realize their gifts and vocational call to
service. And very importantly, they

provide models ofdiscernment and
decision-making for trustees and
executive teams —confident that
all are guided by God's Spirit.
Fr. Sundborg said of this promising, fresh development, "Seattle
University has worked hard over
many decades to lay the solid foundation for this promising development. It lies in our future, and we
have prepared for it."
One of many good examples of
this initiative is the new Ignatian
Colleagues Program (ICP), an 18month track in Jesuit vision and education for top educators from the
28 Jesuit universities and colleges.
Mike Quinn, dean of the College
of Engineering and Science, and Joe
Phillips, dean of the Albers School
ofBusiness and Economics, are the
first participants. The program has
five features: a national cohort of
55 participants, an intensive online course in Jesuit history, a sixday Ignatian retreat, an immersion
program (Nicaragua) and the expectation that the participants will
design a project with a clear Jesuit
emphasis. The new ICP is just one
of many new programs Seattle U
has initiated since the Division of
Mission and Ministry was established in 2001. Other programs,
sponsored by the Office of Jesuit
Mission and Identity, go back

much farther: Colleagues in Jesuit
Education (1989), the Nicaragua
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Ways to find off-campus housing on Capitol Hi

Reply to an add in The
Stranger under the section, "I saw U"

Craigslist

Jf

Walk around the neighborhood with a friend

Immersion for faculty and staff
(1996) and the Spiritual Exercises
in Everyday Life (1983).

Walk around the neighborhood with a stranger

Jesuits support lay
leaders to become

Squatter's Rights

more informed with
the Jesuit tradition.
Check the obituaries
So the appointment of a lay person as the president of Gonzaga is a
sign ofthe maturation and progress
we have all made in developing a
much stronger, more articulate vision of Jesuit education for the 21st

Begrudgingly live with current residence hall roommate

century.

The Seattle University Trustees
have strongly endorsed the leadership ofFr. Steve Sundborg—whom
I'm sure they hope will have another
10-year run. Thereafter, we can be
confident that whether it's a Jesuit or
a lay person, Seattle University will
continue to have an outstanding,
fresh, expanding and more inclusive
Jesuit education, superb in academics, rooted in die Catholic tradition
and engaged in energetic ecumenical and interfaith dialogue.

Head south toward Rainier
Avenue

Tent City

Pray you don't have 1o live
in the Murphy's

Fr. Howell is vice president for
Mission and Ministry and Rector
of Seattle University's Jesuits.

National Day of Prayer no longer jives with U.S. values
Alex Conley
Oregon Daily Emerald

UWire—The National Day of
Prayer passed by on Thursday and
was resoundingly downplayed by
President Obama, contrasting with
the Bush-era tradition of a large service in the East Wing.
The NDP is a holiday enacted

by President Truman in 1952, and
President Reagan signed a resolution in 1988 requiring that the day
be observed every first Thursday of
May. Since then, it hasbeen the tradition of presidents to sign a proclamation declaring the day, and if
they so choose, hold a service at the
White House in its honor.
Naturally this causes no shortage of eyebrow-raising among U.S.
atheist legions. "We are very happy
(Obama) did away with the George
W. Bush-era celebrations and party,"
said David Silverman, the spokesperson ofAmerican Atheists, "but

we wish he wouldn't do it at all."
They cite the obvious contradiction
ofa country supposedly advocating a
separation ofchurch and state while
holding an obviously church-related
ceremony in the executive office.
Despite very obviously being a
"Judeo-Christian" organization, the
NDP Task Force states that it keeps
with the spirit of the day in encouraging people to pray in whatever
way works for them: "This diversity
is what Congress intended when it
designated the Day of Prayer," according to the organization's Web
site, "not that every faith and creed
would be homogenized, but that all
who sought to pray for this nation
would be encouraged to do so in any
way deemed appropriate."
The Freedom From Religion
Foundation has been the chief organization in combating the existence of the NDP. The group has
brought suit against Obama and
Press Secretary Robert Gibbs as well

notably, the heads of the
National Day of Prayer Task Force,
who are leaders for the other side of
the issue. The suit, which Obama
asked a judge to throw out, aims to
end the tradition altogether.
Recent data and trends show arguments against the NDP may not be
falling on deaf ears. According to the
American Religious Identification
Survey in 2008, "no religion" was
the only population group to show a
marked increase nationwide. When
the first large growth ofatheism/agnosticism was tracked in 2001 (8.2
percent in 1990 increased to 14.1
percent in 2001), many regarded it
as an anomaly. But these new data
suggest otherwise.
Unfortunately, the last couple of
centuries have been largely unbalanced as far as religious representation goes. Christian influence is
by no means hidden in the United
States; we added "under God" to
our pledge of allegiance in 1954,
as, most

and we've got "in God we trust"
printed on our money. The fact that
the NDP carries overwhelmingly
Christian connotations is simply a
by-product of this influence. Many
argue we live in a Christian nation,
but in reality, we don't. We live in
a largely Christian nation that also
features a wide variety of beliefs and
creeds, all of which have equal right
to practice, all of which are constantly growing and changing, and
all of which enjoy the freedom from
having any other religion shoved
down their throat.
The NDP may have started with
good intentions. It claims to be a

simple

encouragement to

people

to

take time out oftheir day to observe
religious traditions of their chosen
faith and direct that spiritual energy
toward the betterment of our nation.
Instead, it has become governmentsponsored evangelism, though lessheavily enforced by some presidents
than others, with an emphasis on

monotheistic Christian values.
Obama's is definitely the most secular of the proclamations I've read,
but even he directly mentions the
Christian God.
If we wish to truly maintain
the spirit of this day, it would be
a good idea to stop encouraging
people to pray to the "almighty
God" and perhaps leave the emphasis on the religion of one's own
choice. The Obama administration
must recognize the growing trend
away from Christianity that is becoming impossible to ignore. If we
have a service, it should be one that
represents all faiths, not just JudeoChristianity, as has previously been
the case. Otherwise, we skate far too
close to direct governmental control
of peoples personal faith, which is
a road we know we don't want to
walk down.
Alex can be reached at
aconley@dailyemerald.com
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Suspicious Circumstance
May 5 9:15 p.m.
Public Safety reported a suspicious burning odor while conductin a building check in Fine
Arts. The source of the odor was
attributed to a halogen heat lamp
found lying on the floor of an unoccupied classroom.

Art, wine, rain and swine

Medical Assist
May 5 10:18 p.m.
PublicSafety received a report of
an intoxicated male outside the
front doors of Connolly Center.
The non-affiliate male stated he
had sustained a head injury. The
male was evaluated by SFD and
sent to a local hospital for further
evaluation.
Theft
May 5 2:00 p.m.

A student reported leaving her
jacket unattended in a library
cubicle. She returned several
minutes later and discovered it
was gone.
Malicious Mischief
May 6 10:50 p.m.

Jojo Corvaia's 'The Human Factor Project' capivates with large, detailed portraits paired with revealing surveys completed by the subjects
Pioneer Square's First Thursday art walk premiers the latest work from lo-

A student reported to PublicSafety that he parked his vehicle and
then went to study for a couple
hours.When thestudent returned
to his vehicle he observed a two
inch by one inch cut in the tire
rubber as well as a cut through
the steel belt of the tire.

cal, national and international artists. This month's art walk started off slow
as umbrella and raincoat donning guests trickled into galleries. Eventually
crowds filled into shows, drawn by art, snacks, wine, beer, company and
friendly swine sightings. All photos by Garrett Mukai

Medical Assist
May 8 3:00 a.m.
Public Safety received a report of
a resident student in emotional
crisis who needed medical assistance. Public Safety and housing responded and contactedthe
student. Public Safety coordinated a response by.Seattle Police &
fire Department. The student was
transported to a local hospital for
further evaluation.

Burglary
May 9 12:20 a.m.

Artists and admirers could be found in and outside Punch Gallery.

Rock-themed art at Punch Gallery attracted eccentric art patrons.

Public Safety heard glass breaking on Broadway and spotted
a male climbing out of a shop
onto the sidewalk. Public Safety
tracked the suspect until police
arrived. The suspect was identified, found to have two felony
arrest warrants and taken into
police custody.

Marijuana
May 9 12:55 a.m.
RA's and Public Safety could
smell a burning odor similar to
marijuana coming from a room.
The room was contacted and
the student admitted smoking
marijuana. The incident was forwarded to student conduct.

SU art students used the popular First Thursday to stage a 'Happening,' calling attention to the fear-driven media coverage of the swine flu
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